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by everyone. A nice treat of maple
be blind, indeed senseless to tlie gram was as follows!: Music, band;
and mixed candies' was passed athrobbing heart beats of tlhie world if prayer, Rev. H. A. Childs; bcIIo , Mrs.
round by Mrsi. Aslhlley Wong and
I were unmindful cf the awful car O. R. Rowe, accompanied by Miss B,
Mrs, Dili.
Mrs. Dili
always dees
nage across the seas.
Upon
the Russell, violin obligato, Ray Ham
all shie can> for the enjoyment otf all.
shoulders of the present President of den; Lincoln’s Gettysburg Speech,
The guests stayed until th e, clock
the United States rests
burdens Constantine Hamden; solo, Kenwood
struck 12, going home well pleased Memorial Day P rogram Was With larger than any that any president Rcwe; recitation, Beatrice Colby;
Saturday evening, May 20, the with fchie evening’s1 entertainment. A
has been called upon, to bear since music, band; vocal duet, Miss Mur
out Some of t k e Usual
young people of W est PlhAHip® and. vi good joke was cm one couple wlhto
the days- of the immortal Lincoln. 1 iel Brown and Miss Evelyn Brown;
way
am a Republican, but not a Repub reading, Mis® Phyllis Robertson; se
Features.
cinity gathered at the home o f Sew got Lest, but on inquiring the
lican, right or wrong.
lection, male quartette; reading, Miss
ard Dill and gave .him quite a sur they made back tracks aud soon
came to the Dill farm where they
“ Today I have been thinking of Pauline Rector; singing, Miss Rena
Many were disapjpo.imted Tuesday
prise, 28 in number besides the im found a merry party awaiting them.
ad
the spirit and life that has been Tibbetts; flag drill, 10 girls;
when thie, continued dtosstmfa'flj of rain
mediate family. Games were played
One of the party.
the moving motive of our country. dress, Rev. H. A. Childs; music,
caused the abandcmmieant o f the pre
and music on the graphopheune by
The spirit of Americanism. The soul sohicod children; benediction..
scribed program; aud tibte .usual Memcr
Miss Amanda Bourque; violin, Clif
of our country that has guided us
■Miss Bessie Hamden is visiting
P H IL L IP 'S “ A C T O R S ” GO TO RAN- ial Day parade was giv .371 up.
A
ford W in ;; clarinet, Henry
Scamialong the path up the slope of great her parents, coming from. Port land to
G
E
L
E
Y
.
detail of veteran® ituand decorated
man and songs sung by Clifford
Mass
ness, and I 'am asking bias' she sti’.li a attend her sister’s graduation.
the s oldiians'
monuaia.err .1 atmdi t^ue
Wing, which were very much, enjoyed
soul.’’
What is it?
Will it find Genevieve will also be present at
The
Phillips ' Dramatic company graves Monday ndgjLit sand the exer expression?
She had a soul in 1776 the exercises, but spent the week-end
which played the ‘‘Country Minister” cises usually he'd. in ’the* forenoon, in and in 1861.
Has she in 1916?
with relatives and friends at Phil
HOTEL B L A N C H A R D
at Rangeley Monday night met with the cemetery were ifeeM in Lambert
lips.
STRATTON MAINE
great success in every way.
The hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebem Rowe and fam
“ One ship drives east and another
In the center of the Fish and Game townspeople appreciated the goed act
Tine exercises im Laraafoert hail in
ily attended the funeral1of Mr. Peary
west
Section. Write for booklet.
ing and the amount taken was $116) the afternoon were inc^ec-etstiang, open
.
By the very same gale that blow®, at Avon, Friday.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
which very materially helps out the ing with, the usual Q»«eciritCirial orders,
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and
not
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Junior class for which bill® play was prayer by Rev. M. S. Mnait-cilidin®, music
ator at the station, supplying until
gale
staged the second time. Miss Kath by the baud and. the .residing of Lin
Mis® Josephine Rowe arrive®.
That
shows
the
way
she
goes'.
leen Noble as a little by-play, went coln’® Gettysburg Adclr’cssis by Mrs.
Mrs. G. M. Cushman suffered a se
Like the gale® of tlie sea are the
PLEASANT ISLAND C A M P S
fishing and did a very appropriate act G. B. Sedgeley, daugd’<t«etr qf the late
vere ill turn Thursday night, hut is
waves,
of
fate,
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex when she caught a 2 % -pound trout F. B. Sweetser and a.
member cf
now slowly recovering.
As we journey along through life.
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates down at “ School Marm’e’ ’ Rock. The James E. Cushman P o s t , <G. A. R.
J. Sherman Hoar was in Farming'Tis
the
set
of
the
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that
deter
for June, October and November.
Tb.e various drill!® g i w n by
Line
party enjoyed the trip to Rangeley
ton Friday and Saturday.
mines
the
gcail,
Write for booklet.
intermediate
very much, and appreciated the lib pupils of the Primary-,,
O. R. Rowe went to Farmington
And not the storing or the strife.’’
WESTON U. TO O TH A K E R, Prop., eral patronage which the townspeople and Grammar schools
effective
Thursday and brought home his new
Pleasant Island,
Maine
and nicely done.
Th«*sje taikding paint
gave them.
“ It may be difficult to define this Studiebaker car.
in the flag drill, iindter t e direction
Mrs. Harland Curtis cf Oquosisoc
American, spirit.
When dn.e sees
of Miss Emma Ruiss*ftl mere Roxie
the contracting influences in govern wa® a guest of Mrs. C. C. Murphy
Davenport, Opal Webil ieir, Cora Mc
ment and scfooxll aud of cur religious Monday.
D odge Pond,
Laughlin, Helena Bumr e a,
-Mildred
Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Colby delight
institutions, we might say It is a VarR angeley, Me.
Austin, Margaret MelKjgsm-zie, Emma
iee pleasure, ©reed, selfishness, but ful’y entertained at a dinner party
BunneiLli, Lillian
Btemm-eitt,
Lucille
that is not the spirit of Washington Tuesday evening. The occasion chancTcothaker, Agnes Petass.e., Fern Mor
Open to the public June 15, 1916. Private camps each
and Lincoln.
There is a more noble er1 to be the Doctor’s birthday, but
gan.
with piazza, open stone fireplaces, bath room and running
spirit that belongs to America, and nothing was mentioned about it unMis® Marjorie Cuitlltes- ^ pupils gave
like the red thread in. the Alpine tul a handsome birthday cake was
spring water. One half hour’ s ride by auto, both from
a scarf drilll, tlhie foilto-wang
taking
His little
rope, runs from blue Atlantic to bhle placed before the host.
part:
Evelyn Jacobs., Starallr McKen
Rangeley and Oquossoc. Ideal location for summer tourists
Pacific.
There is no room here tor daughter, Beatrice recited' an appro
zie, Gladys Hood, M aple DSiC-’lliin®, Stellk
The
hyphenated Americans. The American priate poem' in presentation.
and fly fishermen. Address for information and booklet
Sweatt, Ivie Weston..
L eila Ross ,
spirit is Democratic.
We are noblir evening wa® spent in music. During
Helen Aldas! ih, Evamtgfen'.inoie Lovejoy,
ine unless we are Democratic. Here the dinner hour Miss Bertha Russell
Rangeley, Maine
CHARLES W. PORTER,
Coirinne Dudley, M a i v ie Daveniport 1
if anywhere on the face of God’s fair played several selections on the
Edith. Edwards, Eve.rtvn
Pillisbury,
piano.
The following guests were
earth a man is a man.
Alice Steward, G la d y s
Tcotliaker,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D.
“ I believe in a preparedness against present:
Clarice Davenport.
FISHING W H E R E TttE GATGtt 15 SURE
war.
The United States has sud Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs, H. B. Amber,
The liittl misses w itib their bask
Mooselookmeguntic House and Log Camps located in the heart of the Rangedenly become a part cf th e. world Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badger, Mir. and
ets of floweirs scatter-: *2 fo r the sold
ley Relgion. Best fishing grounds. Landlocked salmon and square tailed trout.
states.
We cannot if we wiouid held Mrs. J. Sherman Hoair, Mis® Ida
iers and the garffands rot flowers gave i
Camps with open fire, bath, comfortable furnishings. Booklet and any informa
ourselves apart from' the problems Kimball, Miss My.ra Weeks, Miss
a pretty flower drill v jit.lu. Miss Kath
that effect our brother® across the L;na Weeks, Miss Vera Adams; Mrs.
tion gladly furnished by
leen Nobile as instructor*..
The girls
MRS. F. B. BUI^NS,
Haines*Landing, Me in tbi® were Laura Befiflie Hutchins, seas. Boston today is nearer Berlin H. A. Childs, Miss Aleblm Childs.
than ^sbe was to Baltimore during
Between 30 and 40 from Rangeley
Beatrice Hinkley, Lna*c.-dll&e Webber,
the civil strife.
Maine is nearer attended the District meeting cf the
Dorothy Smith, A lberts Haley, Helen
London than San Francisco.
Steam Rebekahs at Farmington Wednesday.
Ross, Elizabeth McK-earzie, Dorirdis
boat, cable,
telegraph,
aeroplane
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe, O. R.
Knapp.
have brought Europe dose to our Rowe, G. D. Huntoon, and Deck Lamb
There were- recital tom® by Donald shores.
attended exercises at Phillips Tues
Mountain View , Maine
Field, Esther Bates ai-.d John
Mc
“America is gradually adjusting day.
Kenzie;
an
exercise
b
y
Leonard
For further particulars write or a d d r e s s
herself to the new world relationship.
The drama “ The Country Minister,”
Pratt, Florence Ste wnarafl. and Olive She must move carefully but strong
presented at Furbish bV l by PbOips
Tcotliaker, and a flo w e r song by Miss ly together.
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
She must hold and
Bourque’s plaudits in the sufb- guard with her life, and treasure the talent, was given before a large and
Mountain View,
*
*
M aine.I Amianida
Primairy school,
EweQyiEi
Kinney, great heritage bequeathed to her un appreciative audience Monday even
The parts were well taken by
Christine Wing, Faye £jwee, Kenneth afraid since God sits on his throne.’’ ing.
the respective people’ and many
Oamipbeilll, Helen Leavibtxt,, Mildred Mcwords of commendation were heard
Mhffien, Maxine Hoyt, Oeasibum Gold
on every sidle.
Following the drama
smith.
a danc-e wias1 given by the Rangeley
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
Rev. H. A. Childs
-of Rangeley
Elite orchestra which was also well
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc.
Excellent cuisine. Post Office was the speaker of t e iday and gave
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
patronized.
the
soldiers
a
Sine
a«idhpees.
I>
t
is
and other information, write
* 4-^
--Si
Mrs. F. B. Burns drove her new
CD. G R A N T (BL S O N C O . ,
P. O. A d d r e s s . G r a n t ’ s M e . well worth printing, iferait time and
motor truck up Monday evening with
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
space prevents and mve «a n give but
10 passengers to attend the drama.
a few extracts from tine «M<bject, “ The
Soul of America.’ ’
“ -fljf it:, this as Dinner Party Given In Honor of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Welch, also
cam,e up from Haines Landing to at
•OKS.M.V.V.VA..V...V.V.VV.V.WA.
***’•*'.......... -........................................................
sembly there is a m-am who bias de
Doctor’s Birthday.
tend the drama.
scended from the nofcllie istock of the
I B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S »•“
S fathers who fought ana ttilae Revolut
Mr. and iMrs. Ed Greenwood were
»
;v
•X
Bald'Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e- t£; ionary war on the rigid it .-sade, he him
(Special Corre8i>ondence.)
accompanied by Miss Emma Russell
& t untie Lake. Near the best fishinar grounds. First class steam boat connections—A u to
$
Rangeley, May 31.—-George Rridg- and Mlsis Kathleen, Noble who partici
road to earnps—T eleph one co n n e ctio n s—Two mails daily—W rite for free circular.
•;§ self having maintain«e»dl dtflaat honeS't,
$
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
% square, manly, feahle-s-s spirit, might ham has begun the wrark of rebuilding pated ini the drama.
During her
stay Mis® Noble succeeded in landing
speak to you to a t^urr^oee.
This his house recently damaged by fire.
One otf the most severe thunder a 2 %-pound trout which does very
hour should call for t he* feihoicest word
and the finest ora toryI dliay be showers witnessed here for a long well for a beginner.
satisfied if I help Fiona ‘‘ ‘not to for Itime occurred last Wednesday evenMrs. Carroll
Rnsisell and; little
|ing.
The lightning was vary vivid daughter and Mrs. Birchard Whitman
get.”
“ I can conceive o f
fe w greater j and lasted through the whole even- of Phillips were week-end guests »£
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badigeir.
honors that can cona*e t o any man ; ing.
than, to speak on a <ebay ©acred to i Monday, May 29th, was observed as
Mr. Pye, Mjr. Calvert and their re
the memory o f th.e aBiatt who from Memorial Day, so that our local G. spective families' have arrived at the
’61 to ’65 took up tine terrible, but A. R. men, might participate in the ex Oquossoc Hcuse for the summer. Mr.
necessairy task of ,pine-£*«S'ving a nat ercises at Phillips Tuesday. At 9.30 Pye and Mr. Calvert will ,be at the
THE RANGELEY LAKES A N D D E A D RIVER’ REGION
ion which under God, tesaafi been plant the procession formed- at the Grange Lake House as usual.
Mrs, Julia
ed in faith and eonsie-etarted and pre hall and marched to the cemetery Hamblin will be employed as pastry
offers many attractions to the FISH E R M E N . The num served by the sacriificie <cf many a wkefe the graves were decorated by cook.
precious life.
Let Jhewae* lift their grandchildren c f the deceased veter
erous lakes, ponds and stream s in this territory are well heads. Let the cowaard and the ans. Over 100 school children were Mr. arid Mrs. Wm. Estesi arrived
Tuesday night for the 1916 season at
in line.
Rangeley cornet band fur
stocked and a continuous supply o f fish is provided fo r selfish hide their iheaufls fo r shame.
Rangeley Lake House.
“ The American. p e o p l e as a natiion nished music for tlhie day. Upon re
by wise laws, well enforced. This region is easily reach have had three g r o a t determining turning from the cemetery the veteircrises ihouirs, two c f wfiB&eto. they have an® were conveyed :by automobile to
‘ ‘ Monmouth Moccasins”
ed in one day from Boston.
safely passed; the titiamA of whfiicfh the Ross and Nile burying grounds
They are made for
You will make no mistake by arranging for your SPRING still challenges their «etoe?pest wisdom where similar ceremonies were per
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
formed.
Dinner was served at the
Known the world over for excel
PISHING TRIP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet and power.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
“ Today America staaflMfcs at the cross Grange hall aud at 1.30 the line of
with good map free on application.
roads.
I need ucit
s s y thiat sihe march was again taken up tor Fur
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
stands at lhar crisis HatfMW- Men are bish hall where exercises were held Monmouth.
Main®
P N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine institutions, we mighit
It 1® avar- Which were well attended. The pro-
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the boat, passes to rough and keeps tlu
Brown, Billy Moulton and Warren order by Guide Whitney Roberts, wh<
fish a® well, as in the lake. A® ^
Pattergon are their guides. I asked is keeper of the place and fit i® ex
Brackett fishes with a single hook*
Pete, ‘ ‘What are the names of your pected J. E. Wheelwright of Balti
when a trout cr sailmon is caiugdit
more,
Md.,
and
family
will
come
party?” and he said., “ I never asked
is n .t hurt and quickly changed to
their names and don’t know, but later.
the car Baud at night placed in anothFred M. Ambrose of New York,
one
who never cast the fly be
Many
Enjoying
the
Good
Fishing—
er car kept in toe stream, where
who
owns,
the
beauitiflul
camp
on
the
New Auto Truck and Handsome fore got a 4-pound salmon.”
like one happy famdi’.y, tlhe tront and
Narrows,
is
having
improvements
J. Rusiseli Marble and party, W- H.
Some of the Record Fish.
Span of Horses Make Good
salmon live until It is time for j;r
made
there
and
will
come
in
June.
Inman and Arthur E. Nye of W orces
Brackett to, go home.
Then Framk
Col.
Harry
E.
Russell
and
party
ter, Mass., decided to return borne
Trips.
Phiilibrick, hr;® guide, kills what are t0
(Special Corresuondence.)
this route and here they are as happy are camring to Harry Dutton’s camp
Upper Dam, (May 27.—The fishierme be taken to friends at home and tlie
as school boys, planning a day at B •at B Pond the first o f June.
(Special Correspondence.)
The
water
in
the
lake
it
(higher
they
come, and the fishermen they others are returned to the lake to
Stranger than any fihsh story
Middle Dam., May 27.—“ Again we Pond..
grew bigger if not wiser fish.
than
i,t
has
been
for
a
number
cf
go, and all they seem to thCink cf or
is the fact that two of their guides.,
are tone, and, it is worth coaninig the
The Hopkins party of 14 from New
years..
talk of* while here, i® fishHarry Quimfby and Frank Huntoon
500 unities just to (have one day i<n this
York are expected here tonight ^
never
Dr*, and Mirs. E. L. Farrington of a week’s stay.
God’a owia country,’’ was the way a well-known Rangieiley fellows
T H E F IS H IN G ROD
were so far frown home to this direc
Lawelil, Mass., went fliome this morn
gentleman expressed it who came
ing after a ten days’ good sport, the
from New York far only five days at tion before in their lives and Eugene
A fishing rod is not of uece'SisiIty a Doctor having a 5% -Pond sailmon tc
this beautiful, spot in the wuiLdiern|e&s Soule, who was here 20 years ago
asked, “ Where is the guides' house?-’ rod to length, on the contrary the his credit and ail the two pounders
of Maine.
most popular rods are not over ter they wanted. Or rim Dyke wa® their
O p t. E. F. Coburn (lias surely been It has been decided tiliat the party
should “ reverse charges” and the feet long, the same as. the popular guide.
busy this spring for bath rooms have
guides pay the sportsmen. Tomorrow “ ton.” o f ec&L, which is a ton. in name
Hon. and Mrs*. Wallace H. White ol
been added to thmeie camps: also put
Rods are almost never sold Lewiston are passing a week or two
if the guides don’t get lost they re oruly.
into the hotel.
Work has been done
Mackinnon Catches 61-2
turn to Rangeliey and the Worcester by weight, often, l ave 1 s>een a fine at theiir camp and Mr. White with, El M r.
on the canry road and more w'Ml be
gentlemen homo voa South. Arm, maple rod, two inches thick at the mer Woodbury, guide, goes fishing
Pound Trout Which Is
done before the auto makes daily
butt and as fui’l of life a®1 u lHorizon now and then.
Wallace ,31. White,
trips to Sunday Cove and the steam where they take the auto for Rum
Mounted.
ford, with a run of 11 miles through tal .bar, Belli for $2.79, white a 1 feuir Jr., spent Sunday wiithi hli® parents.
boat runs on Umbagctg Lake for the
the woods, without passing a house, ounce spllit bamboo bring®, front $25
The
flag
was
unfurled
at
Liberty
tourist to make the trip through' Duxup, according to its Lineage and your Hall tost Saturday night when the
(Special Correspondence.)
ville Notch and the White Mountains. before they reach Andover.
standing with. Dunn & Brad.sitreet.
well-known True party, as they are
A
new
public
house
is
fast
being
Mountain View, May 26.—Tlhe
The first guests of the season
A real red was never intended by called, reached Upper Dam.
This warm weather c f the past few days
were Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Wilcox of completed to take the place of the
Nature
to be used as a weapon of time the merry
company included is followed by wihat this morning
New Bedford, Mass., who came May hotel burned last winter at South
offence or defense, and. shortly after Messrs. L. M. Bickford, F. D. Bu’i, looks Bike another “ cold rainy spall.”
12th and enjoyed
two weeks in Aran, and a public automobile is kept
you
have passed five eager minutes C. N. Neally c f New York City, F. The trees are now Hooking green and
Camp Wenonah.
Win. Lauighlon was th,ere to run to Rumford or Bethel.
la rrau'pitog an in offensive water-snake J. McGovern of Albany, N. Y., J. G. the auto®, coming from all directions
theiir guide.
Mrs. Wilcox cauight a
Harry W. Wood, who is stenogra
into a comatose .state with your new McGerry of Manchester, N. H., P. E.
and even out of the state, the many
5-pound trout, the largest yet brought pher in the Superior Court of the
$25 split bamboo, said rod ha®, a pa McCarty, H. S. Coke o f Rumford, Wm motor boats, now cn the lakes, all
in, and had a box to take home with United States and lives in Yonkers,
thetic way cf looking up at you with M. Murry, Frank Baker of Liver
tell that the good old summer time Is
N. Y., and who, with has wife and
them.
just $25 worth o f dumb .reproach in more and the leader of the party, H. on toe way.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford E. Hunt and boys have been here a number of
its agate eyes that i® .saddening and U. True.
They had fer guide®, Geo.
Those who have trolled on this
Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Brown o f New seasons, came Thursday for a few
chastening in the extreme to all Thomas, Otis' Mason, Charle® Turner,
lake for the tost week all' say it
Billy Laughilin is his
Bedford, Mass., are here for their days- fishing.
true devotees of Ike Wa'ton. Essay Clayton Sweat and OscaT Dyke. They
been as good fishing as anyone need
u&ual early stay of several weeks, guide, and today they have gone
ing to p.ry up a flat stene in search were add' up early Sunday and ready ask .for, and better than for years.
and such a good time as they al- down to Pond-in-the-River after some
of bait has been the down-fali of to start for the day’® fiisihing and one
Last Thursday morning B. A. Uacways have.
George York and Er of the big trout and sailmon.
many a fine red, so unless you. are of their famous shore dinners. ‘‘The kinnoai, of New York, with his wife
nest Goodrwdn are the guides to take
Capt. Coburn lias a new auto truck
connected wfifch the sub-treasury, pass fish bit well” and they had a goed
and Hben Hamden, guide, had only
them where the fish are. They have to run from here to Umbagog this
this practice up.
catcih, for the ccumt was over 20 left the wharf and had not mare to
only fished with a fly and
Mrs. year , and ais handsome a span of
Respect the finer feelings c f your trout, tlie largest 3 pound®, and five
Brown handled a 3*6-pound trout and black horses for the buckboard as
25 feet of line out wilnen there was a
rod, refrain from dernicking large salmon, the largest 3%
pound®. rise, a splash, and as someone re
a 2 *4-Pound salmon that tock the fly, ever were driven across the fivemudturtles, muskrats, and lamprey Every day since they have had good
with much skill.
Mr. Brown has & mile cany. Daddy, the collie deg al
marked “ a grab,” for a big trod wfco
eel® wtith it, as alii these aferemeo luck and famous fish chowder®, cook
2-pounder to hiiis credit.
Mr. Hunt ways* follow® the horses no matter
must have been hungry, took the
tioned critter® have a degenerative ed by the guides, for tlie shore din
ought to catch, a big one, far has -how many trips they make.
free lunch, offered.
A number i
effect on a well-bred and cultured rod ners.
The New Yorkers are high people Inappened to be on the piazza
little eight years old daughter, Ruth
C, E. Salwyer of Kennebunk is act
which is little short of ruinous. Bear line, L. M. Bickford on
Wednesday and watched the sport and went
sent her papa a letter with an angle ing as clerk and taking care of
in mind also that each
individual cat cluing a 614 -pound salmon, F. D.
worm in it asking hiim to catch a fish Uncle Sam’s mail tliriis summer.
dow,n to admire the ‘‘big trot"
style c f nod is adapted to one funct Bull tlie largest trout 3% pounds,
for her.
Mrs. Hunt wag receiving
which,, when put on the post office
Five different parties are coming
ion, that to use a four ounce fly red and, as it is his first trip, he is
congratulations on her birthday when before June 1st and more than ever
scales weighed 6^ pounds and is re
as a means of propulsion for a quart proud of Ms luck.
I pulled the latch string at the bun before during the month.
As a procf of tin corded as “ caught in, Iiowiey's front
er-pound bullfrog usally necessitates fish stories these gentlemen, will reel
galow last evening and spent a social
yard.’’
It is being mounted by H.
The flag is flying at Deer Park
hour with the party, who we expect Lodge, for Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Pear the Immediate purchase o f a new off at their club®, they have already L. Welch,.
Mr. MacKinnon was call
will have a great record for the next son of Byfield, Mas®., are there and fly red, and that many an industrious paid for five licenses and Shipped 50 ed to New York Monday far a boaeangler lias lost hi® sole chance for pouaids of fish to their homes, and
Maine Woods.
have for guests Mr. and Mrs. Moody
e.ss trip and he® wife is talcing fish
ultimate redemption whale esssaying they are having the time cf their
A party of five New Yorkers are Kimball.
and honor® too, for besides swfe
here for thieir first trip and Pete
Camp Maryland lias been put in j to cast a single fly up-wind wtith a lives.
one she caught a 3-pound trout, and
j stiff-backed bait rod.
’Ware eels,
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Judkins oi salmon weighing 3% pounds, 4 pound
j the average able-bodied
eel can
their happy and 4% pounds.
jiHmiiiimiiiiiiiumiiiiitmiimimiimmiHimiuiiiiiimiiiiiimimiuminmiiiiHiiHimiiiiimimimumiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiuiimiiiimiiimiiiiimmiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii: give any rod you ever saw mane Lynn, Mass., closed
spring fishing trip by catching a 514M. Goldsmith of New York wits
form® o f infantile paralysis in, less pound trout and a 5-pound saiimon,
Vid Hinkbey caught more than 50ft:
time than it takes a hungry young
and they had ail the tow allow® to in his ten days’ stay, including a L
robin to devour two squirming feet
take heme with, them, besides hav P»mn 1 trout and since last reported
of angle-worm (which d® a bit less
ing sent a box when tluey first came. the following salmon weighing (l
than Jio time at all), than, any other
Judge J. W- McCarthy, Judge Geo. pounds, 3% pound®,
pounds andI
A fine set o f sporting camps in one of Maine’ s best j marina dweller on record.
If ycu
S Tennant, Mark A. Sullivan and pounds.
Mr. Goldsmith want to
tritirg and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | should hook your guide in the lobe
Julius Licihensttoe of Jersey City, N. Grant’s Kennebago, last night fori
of the ear with a iParmadlieence Belle J., with Leon Mclntire and Gerald few days’ fly fishing.
| e ive. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
j while fly casting, do not subject the
Marstcn, guides, are not reading
I.. Sdhenrnehome, during his te
red to any unnecessary strain, for if
Blackston for ten days, but trclumg days of fishing caught a pair cf fita pull o f more than seven pounds is for trout and salmon and expect big
moo, 3 Vi pounds and 4% pounds, Jot
E
E exerted the rod will be strained, and
e
•£
fish to take the hook, even if a 3- Lamb guide.
possibly the ear will give slightly,
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
pounder is the Largest yet.
At the log cabin on. the lake short
(in which case the guide may or may
J. Henry Emery of Boston is one just above here, the following party
not take tine trouble to notify your
of tlie oflid timers everyone is glad to from Worcester Mas®., are greet;
relatives), but try to avoid straining see return.
Henry Bunker is guid enjoying a two weeks’ stay: Dr. «;
the rod by all mean®.
In closing, ing Mm.
Mrs. F. H. Howland, Mr. and II*
tlie best red to thie worild is one
Midway Camp to open and tlie Harry Crawford. They have WaJF
PHILLIPS,
M AINE
that you borrow from a friend who
following Auburn people are spend 1 Wight and Walter Weld as guide
owes you money, with this you may tog ten days there:
Mr. and Mr®. They are having great fishing on tit
disregard all ordinary rules o f caut
Amos G. Fits, Mrs. John H. White lake and a® they passed tike M*
ion, for if it breaks you can easily
and W. C. Beaaxe.
John Chadwick one morning Mr®. Crawford caught I
square yourself with your
indebted
and W. C. Steven® are their guide®, 5-pound trout in “ Bowiey'e fro
friend, which you might have diffi
Mrs. White has caught the largest yard,’* the mate to the one Mr. M#
culty in doing otherwise.—Old Hunt
Mr. Crawford las *
fish., a 3 V-i -pound salmon., and the otto kinnon. caught.
er in Kennebec Journal.
ers have 2-pounder® to their credit.
pair at salmon, 3 pounds eadh. to i*
Dr. Howland is high lb
Mrs. Walter Chadwick and cihiXid- credit.
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE
ren, who have been at her home to with a 6% -pound salmon and also t
WOODS.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Brewer since last faliL, returned, Tues 3-pounder.
Air. and M m W. Roger Frooefifc
day and the little three month® old
sen, John. Ohadjwicik, 3rd., i® receiv of MayLan, Penn., who have beat®
ing much attention,.
ingj here for 20 years have for u'
Black Point Camp wiHl be cipen to other season leased a camp on Dofif"
Tihi® year Mrs. Pronef-night, as Messrs. Frank Kinney, W. Pond.
Al. Thompson, L. A. Derby and other will make the trip by aiutomokt
friend® are coming.
The
guides, leaving home June 17. Mias ffi*
Fern PlhALbrick, Oscar Dyke, George betln L. Fronefleld, who is
’
Robertson and Geo. Fancy wilt have known a® “ Betty” and a great kTO
supper waiting.
ite here, is scan to graduate r-:'
W. D. Brackett, a well-known Bos honors iirem the school she has •*'
ton business man, whose home is to tended several years. Friends ^
Stoneham, Mass., was heartily greet receiving invitations that read, "fi*
ed on. hi® arrival! this week.
It is lienor of your presence is request,Oppovite State Boose, Boston, Mass.
the 45th) year tfcde
gentlemen has at the commencement exercises (*
Offers room with hot and
come to Upper Dam each spring in Saint Mary’s School, Mount Saint Gut
coid water for $ 1.00 per day
succession, ard Ids 45111), fishing trip riel, Peeksikilil, New York, on ’fl®*
and up, which includes free
to the Rangeteya.
Mr. Brackett is day morning, June the sixth, ninety
use
of
public
shower
baths.
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
a true angler who loves the sport hundred and sixteen.”
hotbinj to Kqitl Tbls In New England
M aine W o o d s (outing edition.)
which always adds- to his life net party of friends will leave hy sf1
only lieaHth and happiness but yeans, car from Grand Central staticn, M
Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
and he will, act mis® a season of York, an that morning to be F093"
suites of two rooms and bath
Name
fishing at Upper Dam, Mr. Brackett when “ Betty” receives her
for $4.00 per day and up.
i® the only one among toe odd timers and from the Maine wilderness » ^
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF who keep® up the custom cf having of friends join in corgratuilaii.e®-^
AddressStrictly a Temperance Hotel
Mis® Clara Wharton cf ft*
a fish oar” thiait he always the® witl
Send for Booklet
came
thd® week to a&siat Mr<
'
bim.
This
oar
is
a
box
with.
Blabs,
so
STOKER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manage,
tate —
tiiait tlie water, a® toe car is tied to in the office.

DOINGS AT
UPPER DAM

MANY PARTIES
BEFORE JUNE 1

SUMMER SIGNS
AT MT. VIEW

A REAL BARGAIN
$ 3 ,0 0 0

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

SEVEN AGES OF
A TRAPSHOOTER

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 1, 1916.

Pleasure in matching their skEL agaimst the sudden flight c f the elus
ive “ olays,” nieaneliy to see the tar
gets disappear In puffs of smoke.
Though some men take up trap
shooting who have never had a shatgun in their hands before, iit may be
safely said thiat their desire to break
every target thrown is the same in
born instinct applied in a slightly dif
ferent form.
The trapshociter’® wea
pon on form er occasion® may not
have been a shotgun, ncr bis missile
a load o f Shot, (but whatever the oambmotion, h e lias used, it wutih intent to
hit.
This desire is with us from
birth, but the method o f accomplishing
our end develops through seven staged
dualling our life thiat are just as dis
tinctly defined as are the seven, ages
cf man in Shakespeare's “ A s You Like
It.”

PAG E T H R E E

ceLvable nature. Snob shooting, how permit playing over the new part.
Marden on complaint of Gam© War
ever, does not satisfy the boy for
“ Fishing is the attractive sport at den Emery Ward that he had been
any length of time. With a destruct present, and thus, far Mr. Geo. L. acting as a guide in Grindstone with
ive weapon in Ms hands, the inherit Gilmore is ‘high, line.’ d
out having been licensed by the In
ed desire to kill strongly
manifests
land Fish and Game Cammiission. Be
itself, and the inanimate targets are
rube pleaded .guilty, and in view ‘‘of
readily disciardied wluen the young
Jhe American Boy Begins to Fire
its being an isolated case” th© judge
man starts to room the woeds and
allowed hi® discharge on the payment
Things In Babyhood and Con
fields on the hunt for members of
of costs-.
the furry and feathered tribe. Wheth
tinues the Act Through Life
er his desire to kill is satisfied or
Squirrels make their nests in pe
not depends entirely upon his shoot
A Portland newspaper published re culiar places, but Auburn workmen
ing ability.
By E. R. Jenks
cently this interesting announcement: found an odd, case last week. While
After the young man lias mastered “ The new hotel on the Shores of repairing an arc light on Lake street,
Mitch bas been written about the
the first principles of shooting with South Casco will be completed and a flying squirrel cam© out, and
iabeoited love a£ fclj© American for
the little rifle he becomes anxious to ready for occupancy Monday, May 1, scampered- for the trees-.
A goodjtreaims. The subject permit® itself
shoot a larger gun,. This is th© per and th© opening will be an event of sized family was deserted, but when
to he viewed freon . many
different
iod which marks his entry to the more than ordinary interest to the appearances showed that the dreaded
ijgles, and provides an unlimited asixth stage.
It is probable in many fishing fraternity and general public. thing, Man, that had driven her out,
ujotmt of material for the prolific
ii .stances that thie boy’s first acquain Frank Keizer of Portland and Rock was not going to disturb her family,
writer.
tance with a shotgun is mad© in land is the general
manager and she went to th© rescue. The whole
It & interesting to consider for a
company with his father, who usually treasurer.
Leon Beverage of Port family forthwith transferred their
moment wfh&t really constitutes the
The first stage is babyhood. How does the shooting while ‘‘sonny” land is the assistant manager and home to a nearby tree.
American love for anything connected natural it is for the infant to throw wears the shooting coat and carries clerk.
The directors of the new re
dth shooting. ’ Is it a fondness on upon the floor
everything wtithiiui the shells.
sort are:
President, Howard Wins Fred R. Allen, who has been em
^ 'part of the sportsman for soon© reach.
Th© fact that he throws ob
It is a momentous occasion, in the low of Portland; Vice President, Dr. ployed as cutter and shipper at the
particular weapon?
In a few cases jects down, and not over his head, is young nimrcd’s life when “ dad” lets W. M. Spear of Rockland; Frank Kei Knowilton & MeLeary Co., Farmingthis is a possible explanation, but, distinctly noticeable.
He desires tc him shoot the gun for the first time. zer, treasurer and general manager ton, finished work there on Saturday
considered generally, not a probable hit the floor, and obtains pleasure in Shooting an occasional shell under ai d Ghas. L. Goodridge.
Th© hotel and has gone to King & Bartlett
He was ac
one. Tlie average shooter owns too the successful fulfilfllnent of his de the watcilufluQj eye c f (his papa nit, how is built on Paradise Point in, South Gamps for thie summer.
many guns in. Ms lifetime to become sire through the resulting noise of ever, merely whets the boy’s appetite Case© and a delightful vi©w is obtain companied b-y Leon H. Mairr who is
If objects are tied to the for hunting trips alcne, and he does ed of Sebag© Lake from all points. to secure th© negatives for photo posit
strongly attached to any particular contact.
infant’s chair so that they do not not rest content until he is finally Six camps are in process of con cards of that section.
s otgun, revolver or rifle.
Does the American love to shoot strike the floor wlien. thrown', the permitted to solly forth, with father’s struction, the first on© when finished
R. A. Pickens-, recently promoted
merely to hear the report of liia gun? child is plainly disappointed, due to gun in, liis hands and mother’s warn is to be called The Maine. Th© hotel
The sihotgun in all! which, is about ready for occupancy if to be sales manager of the Metz
This may be a possible solution. The absence o f till© expected noise. Thiis ings in, his ears.
Auto Go. of Waltham, Mass., is an
enormous sale of caps and blank is the only stage in which the joy probability does not fit him, but this to be called The National.
other Franklin county boy who bias
cartridges each year would indicate of hitting is actuaily secondary to the fact does not detract from bis enjoy
made good in the business
world.
ment
of
the
(hunt.
pleasure
derived
from
noise
coincid
that the nedse of detonation is a
Mr. Pickens formerly lived in Will*
In many cases the sixth stage ob
strong factor in shooting.
Nevor- ent with the act.
ten.
A relative, Uncle John Pick*
As soon a® the boy starts reaming tains until such tim© a® the young
ueiess, sportsmen as a general rule
ens, was Maine’s most famous stage
the
great
outdoors
fn
search
c
f
recre
man
is
financially
able
to
piuirohase
*re not given to pointing their guns
driver in days before motoring was
The possession
at the sky and blazing away into thin ation., he progresses to the second a gun of his own.
thought of.
stage.
in
this
stage
his
missi’ies
of a gun tends to improve the own
air. When they point their weapon
Will
Not
Increase
Rates
for
the
it is aimed at some abject that they are sticks, stones, and in fact, any er’s shooting considerably, and is a
Dr. J, R. Kittredge and John H.
are employing ail their faculties to thing that will permit o f it being strong incentive to shoot mor© regu
Present,
At
Least.
Gilkey
of Farmington secured a fine
As often, as not bis tar larly.
When this condition, develops
hit. The brute instinct to kill is in thrown.
string of trout in Mount Vernon re
get
is
another
young
specimen
of
the
the s!;ooter is ready to enter the
born, and the passing of many ages
cently and Frank, Charles and David
What enjoyment he seventh and last stage, which is that
There will b© no advance in hotel La wry were at Clearwater Pond and
and generations has not who Illy
ef “ genus hom o.”
derives
in
merely
“
skimming”
stones
of the ardent trapsihoct jug devotee.
rates in Main© for th© present, at caught a togue weighing 6 pounds.
faced it.
across a body o f water.
This is the
The shortness of the hunting sea least.
Such, is the result cf a con
This instinct supplies the reason
tim© in a bey’s life when with a son, and th© increasing scarcity of ference held in Portland Saturday,
for our inherited love.
In a sports
pointed, stick and a pile of apples hie game renders it necessary for tine between representatives of th© hotel
manlike manner w© love to kill, and
is in possession of a combination that h miter’s shotgun to remain idle th© men amid the traveling men.
The
Then game is lacking we like to em
affords him no end of
amusement. greater part of the year.
in view proposed irate has been widely dis
ploy our energies in hiittiing some in
Apples, when thrown from a stick of this condition, it is, logical for the cussed and while the traveling sales
animate object. It tickles our vanity
do not allway s travel unerringly to shooter who cannot obtain as muck men, who would be hardest hit by the
tc be able to bit that at which we
the mark, but the speed and length shooting as h© desires during the increase, (have unanimously opposed
aim. Traipsliooters engaging in the
of their flight, coupled with the fact j short game season to take up trap it, all hotel proprietors have net en
“Sport Aluring” are * concrete ex
‘Develop Maine” Enterprise Will
that sometimes the “ bullet’ ’ hits that shooting—a sport that he may enjey dorsed the idea.
amples cf Americans who, wluen
at which it was aimed, is sufficient the year round, and one which will
Th© committee of the United Com
Bring Thousands cf Visitors.
shooting at the lifeless “ bird.y ’ derive
to satisfy the hoy’s inherited desire. permit of (his s'hcotang' as often as he mercial Travelers consisted of repre
Freni the second stage th© boy likes.
sentatives- from Twin City Council,
rapidly
pa,sees into the third. It is
After on© or two trials over the Lewiston and Auburn ; Portland Coun The thousands of people who at
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
We have for sale and for rent for during this peried in a young man s j trap©, th© hunter in most cases wall cil, Banger Council and Ticonic Coum tended the first annual Maine State
They met a com Exposition in 1915, will recall the
the season of 1916, several cottages all growth that hie appears t o take un- j f jjid that th© gun hie has been using cil of Waterviiille.
furnished in good locations on Range- holy delight in making life miserable for field shooting is, not suitable feir mittee from th© Maine Hotel Men’s many souvenirs they carried home.
ley hake and ocher localities in Range- for his fellow-beings, and for dumb
Not only were they interesting, but
making high scone© in tine trap Association.
ley Lakes Region.
they
were valuable. The second an
animals
in
particular,
through
the
shooting
game.
The
shooter
natural
Local agents for the following kinds
nual Exposition which opens in Port
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident. successful use o f a “ pea-shooter” cr ly is anxious to make a creditable
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Bur slingshot.
land, June 5, for two weeks, will
Thie “ pea-shooter,” lead showing, and in order to fulfill his
glary, Postal and Tourists’ Baggage. ed with a dried pea, a piece of putty,
provide even more -souvenirs! than
desire
purchases
a
trap
gun
that
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
were distributed last year.
Then
avoid the embarrassment of calling on cr a wad o f chewed paper, is the proves to be a beautiful specimen of
manufacturers of Maine wall be there
bane of th© school teacher’s none toe the gun-maker’s- art.
yourfriends.
FURBISH & HERRICK.
to demonstrate their goods and thou
joyous existence.
The slingshot. ( Trapshooting in reality is hut the
Rangeley Trust Company Ruilding,
sands of samples will he given away.
made from th© crotch, of a limb and consummated fulfillment of th© inRangeley, Maine.
Tw© of the State fish hatcheries
As if this were not enough, the
a strong elastic band, is, in the herited desire to.hit, which has been
hands of a boy, a weapon that conspicuous in e-acih of the six pre have reported -having suffered dam visitors will be treated to some of
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
spreads eonsternati.cn- and woe among ceding stages through which thie' man age by the heavy rain of last "week. the best vaudeville that the stage
There will be singing,
neighbor’s chickens, stray c-ats and iias passed. . Th© shooter like® to Arthur Briggs, general superintendent can provide.
LAKES RAILROAD
of
hatcheries,
telephoned
that
about
dancing,
performing
animals1 and one
homeless
dogs.
Broken
window
panes
,
break
a
great
many
targets,
because
TIHE TABLE
20 fee't of the darn on
Townsend of the best bands in the eastern
frequently
bear
mute
testimony
t
o
,
s;
©otinig
ability,
and
furthermore,
In Effect, May 6, 1916
The unusual
the -accuracy o f some 'boy with a ■©aoh target bit tends to satisfy his brook, which supplies th© East Au part cf th© country.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmburn hatchery with water, had' been features to be displayed, the magni
slingshot.
*
primary
desire.
ngton for Phillips, Rangeley and B igelow , at
Mr. Briggs was busy tude of the Exposition and th© fact
515P.M.,and for Phillip! at 12.07 P. M. PasThe fourth, stage is inaugurated
No definite year in a shooter’s life carried away.
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M
in getting a crew of m©n and the that all the railroads in thie state
when
the
growing
bay
becomes
the
may
he
pointed
out
a®
,
the
cm©
In
and from Rangeky, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P.M.
proud owner of an air rifle. Whether which he will' enter the seventh stage. necessary material together to make are going to grant speoil rates dur
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at th© rifle be a single or a thousamding the two weeks of th© Show, will
One needs but to look at trapshoot immediate repairs.
It00A. M.
William' A. Whiting of Winthrop, bring thousands of visitors to Pertsl
-ot
.repeater,
the
jciy
of
possession
ing
records
in.
order
to
establish
this
STRONG Passenger .trains arrive at Strong
It id during this fact.
In the ®am© squad we see superintendent of the Monmouth land in this great “ Develop Maine”
fromPhillips at 6-23 A. M.. and from Phillips and is just a® keen.
damage enterprise.
8aa?elay at 1.37 P . M. and from Bigelow at 1.25 stage that the! bay for the first time boys of 14 or 15 competing with men hatchery, reported that the
? M., and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
to
thie
dam
at
thiat
dustituicn
was
aims
at
thie
object
be
wishes
to
hit
cf
60
years
and
over
clearly
indicat
•15P. M. Passenger train leaves S tron g fo r
FOR
M A IN E
Bigelow at 5.50 P. M.
by sighting down a barrel, and, as a ing that the “ Spurt Alluring’ ’ is a found on the receding of the water, SUSBCRIBE N O W
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
not
to
have
suffered
©o
severely
as
W
O
O
D
S
A
N
D
R
E
A
D
A
L
L
result
of
this
deliberate
pointing,
hi©
recreation enjoyed by shooters of
>ndfrom Kingfield at 8.10 A. M.. and from FarmThe water, however,
THE O U T I N G N E W S .
ingtonat 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Farm ington at marksmanship improves considerably. every age.
When we consider how was feared.
^45 A. M. Bigelow, 9 30 A. M. and Phillips at There is hardily enough velocity
im th© inherited lo-v© to sheet is exemp was still so roiiMy that it was im
1 UOP. M.
lified in th© seventh' and last stage, possible at that time to tell whether
parted
by
the
air
rifle
to
the
single
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave fo r Farm ingTHE CABIN B O AT PRIMER
fonat 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangele.v at shot which comprise© its load to kill it is not hard to understand wihy trap o. not many fish had been lost.
513 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm- or even maim an animal, uinles©
HIS is a very in
at shooting has b©en hailed as th© great
>»»ton at 12.55 P. M. and 6.08 P. M. From Rangeteresting and in
close range, and, as such proximity American sport,
'•» at 1.15 P. M.
structive book on mak T H E
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A . to th© hunted is- not easily affected,
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
5L. Rangeley 1.20 P. M.
row boats, etc. It tells
th© boy, to a great extent, utilizes a©
PRIMER
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farmof the various streams
'nston at 11.25 A. M. and arrives from Farming ton targets inami/mate objects, such as tin
one can trip on with a
«7,50 P. M.
can®, pieces- of broken glass, a card
cabin boat, how to
Mixed Train leaves Rangeley at 7 30 A. M. and
tacked to th© fence and, in lieu of
arrives at 8.45 P. M.
Earle Higgins of Farmington land equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
3ALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at anything better, th© large stem® and
ed a 12-pound togue at Clearwater cost of a two month's
•®h M. and for Bigelow at 6.15 P. M.
leaves of his mother’® favorite flowthe first of the week. The fish was trip. It gives descrip
ymondSSpean
KINGFIELD. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow
on exhibition at Wilfred M-cLearyh tions and diagrams,
st9.00A. M. and 6-38 P. M. For Farmington 12.40 ers.
The
Bethel
News
says
in
happen
Th© transition to th© fifth stage
''M. Passenger train arrives from Farmington
and attracted considerable attention. photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
*t6.85P, M. and from Bigelow at 11.45 A. M. and i© easily accomplished, and is effect ings of th© week a]; th© Bethel Inn:
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
*25P. M.
“ The golf links show the consistent
ed when a fond parent or a doting rel
One Augusta fisherman thinks that facts and observations made by the author.
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M.
ative presents the boy with, a .22 work being done, and today Mir. Ar he has won the .record this spring It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
8|Marrives from Strong at 10.45 A . M. Leaves
cart thur Fean, the professional at Poland inasmuch as- he has been flailing 33 and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
lit Bigelow at l.P, M. and arrives from Bigelow calibre .rifle and a -supply o f
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
at<15 P. M.
ridges..
T.h© young man imagine© Springs, will mark and stake out the times since the fishing season open Trip
Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
BIGELOW. Passenger train arrives from K ing- that hie bias now become a power in tees and putting green®, and advise
ed
and
hasnot
yet
get
a
bite.
Furnishings
and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
'dd at 10.00 A. M. and from Farmington at 7.28
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
the world, knowing as he doe®, by on such other special work as- may
•M. Leaves for Farmington at 10.50 A. M. and
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
be
necessary.
The
greater
portion
rea-son of counties© admonitions and
7.35P.M.
Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilborn, wihe Boat
Landing Lists. Floating-, Floating at Night and in
Mixed train arrives at 2.10 P M. and leaves at warnings that he possesses a weapon of thie course has been raked over by
have been spending the winter in Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
*10P. M.
whose missile is capable of leaving hand and the gras© seed sown, and. Portland, have returned to Betbe and Some Rope Hints, Land ngs, Troubles, Care
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making
SUNDAY TRAIN.
withthe
light
rain,
and
afterwardthie
death and destruction in its wake.
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and
Lef’es Rangeley for Farmington at 10.50 A. M.
sun, wiLI make a great change in the and opened their cottage at Songo Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Under
th©
tutelage
of
some
elder,
Dilips, 12.25 P. M., Strong 12.47 P. M. and arAmusements. Books, Trappei’s Canoe, A Cabin
Pond.
looks of the grounds.
A portion of
Boat Coon Hunt.
from Farmington at Strong, at 2.22 P. M,, person he is -taught the proper us© of
dl'pa 2.43 P. M. and Rangeley 4.25 P. M.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 11.00.
tine rifle, and with careful guidance the links is being -played over at
Word comes from Millinocket that
Maine Wood®, Phillips, Maine.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
steadily improve© his marksmanship present, and it is hoped by July the
William Berube was before Recorder
Phillips, Maine.
by practicing at targets of every com grass will be of sufficient strength tc
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M&y 31.
Lee HaiLbrook lias gone .to Mie-dfield, Mass., to work, wlhore Cio in
tends to .remain, until! fiailflu
.Mins. Filiora Rqymton is taking a nmol'
needed vacation.
Mrs. Vttofla Merry
is working at W. S. Parson's, during
Mrs. B o s t o n ’s absence.
Mr. and Mis. Asa- Adams' left Satur
day by auto for Jim Pond Camjps.,
where Mrs. Adams will be employed
as ecok duiring ,tibe summer in Green
Brothers’ comp.
Atfcnzo Stetson, aged 71, dropped
dead about 3 p. m., Monday at Mirs.
W. H. Strickland's where be had
lived, for many years.
He 3tad been
in usual iheeJMihi of late.
Mr. and Mrs.. David Gray and Mr.
and. Mirs, Howard Filftebrorwu of Mad
ison. were caQJlers at A. H. Adam’s
Sunday.
Frank Eillingiwood took a party to
Madison Monday by auto.
Probably Knew W hat He Meant.

Visitor—“Good morning, Mike. Beast
ly day—though I suppose the rain does
good at any time.” Mike—“ True for
you, sorr. Sure, an hour of this will
'do more good in foive minutes than a
month ot ut would in a week at any
other toime!”
S T A T E OF M A IN E .
P U B L IC

N O T IC E

M O D IF IC A T IO N OF
RULES
AND
R E G U L A T IO N S OF C O M M IS 
S IO N E R S OF IN L A N D
\
F IS H E R IE S A N D G A M E .

The Rules and Regulations adopted
by the Commissioners of Inland Fish
eries and Game, on September 20th.,
1913, .relating to fishing in Saddle
back lake, formerly called Dead Riv
er pond, in Dallas Plantation, in the
County of Franklin, are hereby modi
fied so as to read as follows:
It shall be unlawful for any per
son to take, catch and kill! more than
ten trout in any one day in Saddle
back lake, so-called, (formerly called
Dead River pond) in Dallas Planta
tion, in the county of Franklin.
It sihall also be unlawful for any
person to take, catch or kill any kind
of fish at any time in any of the
tributaries to said lake.
It shall also be unlawful, for any
person to carry away or transport
ar.y fish taken in said lake EXCEPT
fish taken in said lake may be trans
ported from the place where caught
»o a lodge, camp, dwelling house or
hotel situated on the shore of said
lake, or to a licensed taxidermist in
thijs. State for mounting only, and
PROVIDED, however, that a person
may carry to his home in one day
five fish, or not more than three
pounds of fish (unless an individual
fish exceeds three pounds in weight)
which he has legally taken in said
lake.
It shall also be unlawful, for any
person to have in possession any
kind of fish taken in violation of
any provision o.f these regulations.
These regulations shall take effect
May 9th, A. D., 1916, and remain in
force until Oct. 1, A. D., 1917.
Dated at Augusta, Maine, this 9th
day of May, A. D., 1916.
Harry B. Austin,
Leon G. C. Brown,
F. E. Mace,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game.

and a© tine children marched around ins to pass Memorial Day a© is, llA
Mrs. Parker who was sitting near custom.
*’*'
the “ pie” blindfolded,,
D ebited
a
Mrs. L. P. Barney of Greenville $
wand and the chlifld pointed, too, put in town, called here by the illness ot
in a hand and drew out a corn ball. her sister, Mrs. Marguerite StinchThey Juad to say “ than Ik you,” and if ■F1fillip
Mrs. Parker could telil the voice they
Veo F. Small, principal of the Scarhad to put it back and try again.
boro High school, delivered the MeThis caused a good deal of fun as morial address in that town. Hon.
she was so famiilnar with, the voices
F. W. Butler addressed the veterans
tluat they often had to try several at Farmington.
times.
Huge birthday cakes With
Sixteen, dollars' were realized from
lighted candles were also on exhi the May food sale held by the Lad.
bition and it took pretty good sized des’ Social union, the committee be
ones to go around.
It was a mer ing Mrs. Frank Davis, Mrs. E. V.
ry afternoon and the children much Holt, Mbs. A. S. Beedy, Mrs. Edward i
appreciated the kindness and thought Greenwood.
fulines® of Mrs. Parker, whom, the
Several of the soldiers appreciated
c h ild re n have afllway® been very fond
the kindness, of Mr. and Mi®, S, Qi
of.
Mrs,. D. F . Field loaned her Haley who took their car and con
victrola and Mdss Tressie Carroll veyed them, to the hall on Memorial
played the record® so that they also Day.
enjoyed1a fine concert.
The 1913 Club will be entertained
A hearing was hold at Hon. J. by Mrs. F. S. Haley this week, Fri
Blaine Morrison,’® office Wednesday day.
in the case c f Mis®' Edith. Reed, who
Mr. a,nd Mirs-. Walter Toothaket
fell from a doorway at the mi'll) of and daughter, Gladys were in, Lev- i
the Imtennationaji Mfg. Co.
some iston for the day jtanday.
month® ago receiving some injuries.
Mti®® Irene FuflW is visiting
This was an investigaticn held
by friend® In Ramgeley.
\
tlie labor commission and the chair
Mrs. Carroll Russell' is visiting
man, Eben S. Littlefield wa© present her sister, Mrs. Frank Radger in
and lids stenographer, and ai’so Mir. Ramgefley.
Gower, a lawyer from tbe insurance
Frank Hodlgttaan has bought a.
company who insured the mill prop liou.se lot next to W. B. Butler's res
erty.
idence and plans to build a bungaMrs. Albert Fuller passed the day low in the near future.
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Cyrus
Bangs. Who passed her 78th milestone
Can Afford to Laugh.
last Sunday.
The day was greatly
Some people think it is a great joke
enjoyed by both o f the ladies.
on a little man to have a big wife, but
Mrs. Harriet Voter c.f Farniiiington if the little man loves his big wife, <
has been the guest of her sen, EF and she adores him, the joke isonth*
mer Voter and family this week, com, other folks.

Mr, Henry C. Merwin of Boston
Mir. and Mrs. G. W, Lufkin of Eau
spoke in a union service at the Old Claire, Wis., arrived in town Satur
South church, Farmington., recently lr day, coming from New York in their
the interest of kindness to animals. Chalmers car whichi Air. Lufkin
Mr. Merwin iis a summer resident cf dirives himseOif.
They ©hipped their
Weld, and is known far and wide fcr car to New York and passed' a few
the great interest be lias aroused in days there and then came oar to
the welfare of dumb animals. He iis Boston where they visited relatives
much interested in. the cause cf pre .for about three weeks, and where
vention cf cruelty to animals all they were obliged to remain an ac
over the state and is doing much to count c f tlie heavy .storm, making
elevate public sentiment on
this the roads practically
impassable.
subject all over Maine.
He came They had a fine trip, taking good
to Farmington fin response to an invi Wieathler and their time for It.
Mir.
tation from the Farmingtcn, S. P. C. and Mrs. Lufkin passed the winter
A., Charles Gould, president. There in Daytona, Fla., and it is with, pleas
was a very large audience ahd tlhe ure that their friend® leam that
pastors from the Baptist, Congregat they are thinking of making Philips
ional and Methodist churches were their permanent home if Mrs. Luf
present and took part in the exer kin decide© that she wild enjoy the
cises.
east, a® she is a western lady and
Miss. Genevieve Hamden of Port .has always made her fliome there. Mir.
land visited relatives In town over Lufkin did. market gardening cn a
Memorial Day.
w ry large scale and met with, great
Mrs. Fred Morton was im Portland tinonoial sucees®, but lie lias now
over Sunday.
Her daughter, Miss retired and will enjoy a well], earned
Mr. Lufkin plans tc
Edith,, who fits teaching in, SpringvOle, vacation,.
buy a place if he can find one that
joined her there.
suditsi him..
H.
E. Belli, o f the Bell Mfg. Com
The Senior class o f the Phillips
pany made a business, trip to New
High, school mode a delightful trip to
York Saturday for a few days.
.Owing to the heavy rain only a- Small ® Fiaflflis^lust Friday where they
bout 20 partook c f the dinner at the enjoyed a polemic dinner, serving de
Parish. House last Tuesday prepared licious trout just pulled from the
We understand that C'sh
by the Federated ohurdhi for the en stream.
tertainment cf tihie soldiers;
their were .not the only thing that wa®
wives and widows of soldiers. Eleven pulled out of the stream as the
soldiers were present. The committee young man can testify that Was
for the dinner were Mrs. M. S. Kel found with: dripping clothes up tc
ley and Mir®. A. W. Bean,.
It con hi® neck, the result o f a misstep.
sisted of baked beans and brown Nothing serious resulted fortunately
bread, hot roils, cucumber and beet and everything was* taken good natMis® Lura Dennison accom
pickies,
custard
pie,
doughnut®, uredly.
cheese and coffee.
The beautiful panied the party and they all report
roses and pinks brought in by Miss a most enjoyable day. Reynold QrafBlanche Kenniston for the tables, fam, a senior, took them in hi® car.
The Phillips. Grammar school base
added much, to their attractiveness.
Rev. M- S. Hutchins and Mr. M. Sew ball team was defeated by KingJSeld,
Thing® that were impossible yes
Certain it is that no other organi
interesting terday are today’®, accomplished facts. zation is doing so.
ell Kelley were up with tbe sun, (it 5 to 4 in a close and
there had been any that manning) game at Tcothaker park last Monday.
Soruewliere in the world someone
And no other car ever product
and placed the flag pole between King field bad a much larger and with special knowledge, special ex seems so exactly to suit the require
the Parish. House and. the cluurch, and stronger team than. Philips, but the perience,
special equipment gets ments of so varied a lot of people.
at noon raised the flag which the G. Phillips boys put up a good fight.
ready and then startle® the world by
People of wealth, people of mod
1 here w ill be a dance at th*> accomplishing the seemingly impos
A. R. Post so kindlly contributed to
est means-—
the church some years ago, and Grange hall, Saturday night, June 3 sible.
People of long automobile eiper
which they are so proud to display Music wilii be furnished by Leon
Almost everyone said that a com ieace—
whenever they have the opportunity. Wing and Mr®. Maggie Harris which plete automobile of beautiful design,
People who never before owned i
ice cream will be fine finish, the ideal 6mall, light,
By the way, the bvergireem tree which is always good.
on
sale.
car—
was placed in the scpiare for the
economical car, built with quality
A lil find in the small, light $615
Mrs. S. G. Haley made a business material® and absolutely completely
Community Christmas tree lias been
somewhat utilized.
it was a pleas trip to Farmington today (Thursday). equipped, could not be built to sell Overland theft ideal oar.
ure and a “ thing of beauty’’ to tbe
Mrs. c. Nell Parker, the teacher in for $615.
It has the beauty, comfort*, cotownspeople for several days when the sub-Pra'mary department fcr many
power and complete
And but for Overland special know! veniences,
at Christmas it was lighted with the years, was altway® planning pleasant edge, special experience .and special equipment which everyone want*.
colored lights.
The IVTay day com- j affairs for her pulpi'®, and although equipment, it probably would ©till be
Yet it is inexpensive to buy and
mit tee ha d it peeled and used it far j not teaching.at the present time on one of the impossibilities instead of economical to operate.
winding of the Maypole and now' it I•account of the serious accident some an accomplished fact.
See the Overland dealer and pt
is being used for the flagpole.
1 j weeks ago, does net forget her little
Probably no other organization in acquainted with this car.
But act now, as this car stands r
iN. E. Wells is driving an Overland jones whom she thought so much of. the world can produce the quality
and on her birthday, May 23rd. plan- and efficiency equal cf this car to lone and the rush to own thou is
recently purchased of S. G. Haley.
low
a amazing—delayed action is aloes;
The Federated church, 'will hold its 1 fd to give them, a party at her sell at anywhere near so
As the day was rainy it wa* price.
sure to mean a long wait for delivery.
monthly business meeting
Monday home.
evening, June 5th, at the
Parish ibold on the 24*h and this wa® the
House.
Special question to be con-1 birthday 0f Mis® Marjorie Cutler, sc
sidered:
To see if the church, will, Hi^y joined in a birthday festivity
amend the constitution by discontin The present teacher, Mis® Amanda
Bourque wa® also invited and the
uing Section 2, Article III.
Party
numbered right around 50. It
Beflile N. Phillips, clerk.
was a menry time tih<ey had cn. tbe
Miss Lillian. Tcothaker of the Far- ‘
mington Normal school was at home lawn with, games, etc. Not the least
among the attraction®, was the Jack
over Memorial Day.
W i t h E lectric Starter and Electric Lights
orner pie. wlhlich wias placed on the
The Misses Evelyn. Calden and i awn.
Four Inch Tires
it was a ciflotlhes basket cov
Marta Doe have gone to The Birches |ered with a cloth and hole® cut in
where they wT.l be employed by the same “ to put in, your thumb”
•Capt. F. C. Barker as fcr thle past j
season or two.
Mrs. E. B. Whcmff j® cooking at j
The Elmwood in the absence c f Mrs.
S. W. Bates who is caring far her
daughter, Mrs. Marguerite Sttaudhfield who has been very IT.I but (s im
proving.

tHe id ea l car
at tHe id ea l price

SPRING AN D
SUMMER

Mr®. H. WV True is hostess of the j
Christmas Present Chub this (Thurs-!
day) afternoon.
I shall receive a new line o f
Mrs. Jennie Worth ley is working!
sport
hats this week.
Also
for Mr©. J3. G. Hailey.
some
pretty
styles
in
the
white'
Hen. Joel) Wilbur and A lbert,
Worthley have returned home from Idress hats.
a fishing trip at the former’© cottage i
cm Rangeley Lake.
They got some
B. M. PERKLNS,
fishing, but the weather condiitious
were poor a greater part c f the
Phillips,
Maine
time.
D.r. E. C. Merrill of Farmington was a guest there for a few
day®.

m il l in e r y

A

good piece o f Silver,

Gold or a jew el is a thing
of

sentiment, a memento

which will outlive the giver
or the owner.
CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler
Phillips, Maine.

S. G . H A L E Y , A gent
Phone; N o. 8 -1 2
*

Phillips, Me

The Willys-Cverland Ccnr pany, Toledo. Ch:o
*

“ Made in U. S. A .”

D W IN E L L -W R IG H T CO.
M T 0 5 .----- P r in c ip a l C o ffe e R o a rte r^ ----- CECAC

THE STALLION BINAZE
STANDARD
Will make the season 1916 at owner's
s'able in Phillips. Binaze’s sire was
Bingara, - ire of 109 dam Adaze. dam of
tv o by Adbel yearling record 2.23 by
Advertiser 2 15 14 by Electioneer.
Second dam Suffrage, dam of two by
Electioneer, third dam Miss Russell
dam of Maud S 2.08 3-4 Scalvonic 2.06
1-4 by Pilot Jr.
Binaze is bay, good size. Owing to an
injury in the hip will be used at the
low price $10. to warrant.
W.T. HINDS & SON

TELL YOUR FRIENDS
exactly how you find “ White House.’ ’
Iis a safe “ gamble” that you’ ll spea
I-?reat big. GOOD word, with a big ‘G

In I, 2, and 3-lb.
sealed tin cans only,

Never sold in bulk.
ffiVi

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
Oge cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subject* in a. b. c. order

FOR SALE—Desirable bouse lots tei
Phillips. Address Maine W oods.

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 1, 1916.

PAGE

DEAD RIVER WILL
AMONG OUR
SEE MANY PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS

Tim Pond Camps Open Next Week
-------------- ------------- -- --Guests at Hotel Blanchard and
POR SALE—Pressed straw. Small
King & Bartlett Camps.
pigs and shoals.
B. F. Bead, PliaUlips, Me.
'm
----------—
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE)— Young,
ioand, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
’ Phillips. Me.
FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm.
B. F. Bead, Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE OR TO RENT—Camp in
Maine wcods, fu/Lly furnished, all conyemences, incttiudiing motor boat. For
particulars apply to Maine W oods.
FOR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
Write
for particulars. D. R. Ross, Phillips,
Me.
WANTED—Dressmaking at my home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phillips.
Both
phones.
FOR SALE—Barred Rock eggs. Good
cross of prize winning birds. Special
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50
cents. Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me.
FOR SERVICE—White Chester boar.
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.
CAMP furnished, five rode from
nater. Best sheltered cove on Ran
geley Lake.
Four to six persons.
Motor and rowboats.
EXilis Bros. Co.

-- ------------------------------------------WANTED—Horses and young stock
to pasture in the
Morton pasture
near Mt. Blue.
F. A.
Phillips,
Maine Telephone 36-2.

There are two kinds of service a
bout the Maxwell car.
One is the
service the car gets and the other is
tlie service it gives.
Have you (in
quired into the Pay-As-You-Ride Plan
Ask the agent, F. S. Haley about it.
(Special Correspondence.)
Read the World’s Non-Stop Record
Rangeley, May 25.— Ed H. Grose oi Facts in the Maxwell: ad on page
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, who came 7, this issue.
across country in his automobile yes
terday bringing a party of traveling
Bertha M. Peirkitn© wiil/1 receive a
men, then made the trip to Farmingten and back, said with, the except new line of sport hats, thiiis, week and
ion of a few bad places the roads also some in: the dressy white hats.
were in better condition than usual
Rollins & Bean have a telephone
For the last of May.
on the Farmers’ Mine, and the num
Mr. Grose told me that Harry
ber is easy to remember 13-13.
Pierce had opened King & Bartlett
Camps and J. H. Barton and Dr.
Wthi|te dresses, shoes, etc., at the
Pell of Philadelphia were the first
SedgeLey store for summer.
guests.

FIV E

apricots at Tciothlajker’s cash store.

Mir. and Mins. Jiaimes Bumsdielli will
celebrate their lOfhi wedding anniver
Floyd E. Parker (has auto goggles sary on June 7th, at their home. All
from' 25 cents to $1.75.
are cordially invited.
FED ER A TED CHURCH.

CARD OF T H A N K S .

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
We wish to thank our friends for
Calendar for week ending June the many expressions of sympathy
10.
both in, words and deeds, and for
Sunday, June 4: 10.45.—Morning the beautiful flowers sent during cur
worship. Sermon, “ Removing Moun recent sorrow.
tains.’’ 12.10.—iSunday school. 7.30.
Mrs. E. A. Peary,
-—Evening worship. Address, “God's
Ada M. Peary,
Two, Dwelling Plaices.”
Mir. and Mrs. L. E. Peary,
Monday, June 5: 7.30.—Business
Mr. and iMins. C. H. Peary,
meeting of the. Federated church.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Stinchifliteld,
Thursday, June 8: 7.30.—Prayer
Mr, and Mrs. C. H. Brackley,
meeting.
Topic, “ A Sabbath Heal
Mr. and Mm. F. W. Foss.
ing in Jerusal em. I.
M E T H O D IS T

S U B S C R IB E N O W
FOR
E P ISC O PA L C H U R C H W OODS. A N D REA D T H E
NEW S.

Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, June 4.—(Morning worship.
10.45.
Sermoni, “The
Thongs by
Which, Men, Dive.”
Sunday school
At Hotel Blanchard are a number
Public auto at all times at Bean’s. 12. Epwortli League devotional meet
who find the brook fishing great
ing, 7.
Subject, “ The Opportunities
sport, including a party of
three
Look at tlie line of shirt waists of One Talent People.” Leader, Mrs.
lawyers, I. L. Syms of Boston, L. and muslin underwear at C. M. Clarence Campbell.
Gospel service
Bisbee and Fred Sterns of New York. Hoyt’s.
of song and praise, 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Williams and
Thursday, June' 8—Midweek prayeu
daughter who came by auto from
Have you seen the new line of meeting, 7.30.
their home in Boston were also steel telescope rods adjusted any
there.
Tim Pond Camps open next length for trolling, brook or f y fish
week and Mr. Grose, who meets the ing alt in. one?
REED'S MILL.
Aliso new style of
night train at Bigelow with autos and j gut hook at the Hardware store.
lias the people at Stratton for supper j
May 30.
at 7.30 p. m. says, “ There will be j Great bargains ini neckties at D. F.
Mir. and Mrs. Milford Dunham, at
more people in the Dead River re Hoyt’s.
tended the District meeting of the
gion this summer than ever before.’’
Rebekah®
at Farmington Hast week.
June is the month, for weddings.
Clifford Wing went to Livermore
Cut
glass
always
make®
acceptable
Disappointed Hopes.
Have you seem Oronkhdtei’s Fail© Monday to join/ his Company in
A depositor of the Milton (Del.) gifts.
the Memorial exercises on, Tuesday.
bank, who had heard there was a pre line?
Mrs. Harvey Wing, who was a
mium on Lincoln pennies, brought
twelve pounds of them to the bank
New lot of iron bed® andi mattress guest of her daughter at Livermore
and found they were still only worth es at C. F. Chandler & Son’s1.
Fall® for about two weeks has return
a oennv panh
ed home.
Mr®. F. H. Hathaway wa® a guest
Fresh
supply
of
Utopian
chocolates
Change Means Advancem ent.
of
friends in Farmington for the
at
E.
H.
Whitney’s.
If people never changed their minds
week-end, returning home Monday
humanity would still be in the ston*>
age.
Dried apples, peaclhies, prunes and night.

M A IN E
LOCAL

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

WANTED—First-class man cook fon
boys’ summer camp. North, Belgrade,
Maine. Best of references required
Good pay to right man.
Apply to
Henry Richards, Gardiner, Me.
FOR RENT—“ Dirch Point Lodge,’
situated on Lake Mooselookmegnntic
directly opposite
‘ ‘The
Birches,”
known as the Newport o f Maine.
UnquestionabJy the most beautiful
spot in the Rangeley Lake country.
Comfortably accommodates fourteer
persons, modern plumbing, ice house
foil, wood shed stocked, motor boat,
rowboats and canoes, all in good
condition.
Salmon and trout fishing.
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway,
New York City.
WANTED—Men to work on Kingfield
bridge. Rate 25 cents per hour.
Come ready to work. Address Sand
ers Engineering Co., Kingfield, Me.

LOTTA
SUN
GOOP TO B A C C O - B U T
C O O P ENOUGH

Many
R a in !

MAPS OF M A IN E
RESORTS A N D R O A D S

strand of it

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps of the fishing regionp o f the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:

Phillips,5
SUBSCRIBE

NOW

JU ST

A ll the original, savory
taste of the leaf is right
there in Perfections just
waiting to be enjoyed.

t h a n k s , E n u ff

Y o u tw o certainly did
S O M E job w hen you
helped N ature m ake the
V irginia tobacco that’s in
Perfections.
It’s naturally
good tobacco— every golden

TO LET.—A good sized garden at
the halves. Inquire at Maine Woods
office.

J. W B R A C K E T T

T H A T tf

M u ch obliged, Lotta Sun!

WANTED—A few summer boarders
ft Grand View Farm.
Good fishing
and hunting.
Anyone' looking for a
Quiet, healthful place ’will' do well to
in-qoiiire at Maine Woods office.

$

TOBACCO

K I 6 H T FOR "P E R F E C T IO N S'1

s'

H ere’s tobacco that’s favored by Nature

I 'have a 5-yeans-cild bcitclh, well brok
en fox hound.
Willi trade for good
fox Shotgun cr riffle.
Write William
Boutier, Cari’boui, Me., Route 1.

Franklin County
Somerset County
Oxford County
Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
Washington County
Oufcingtnap of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
*
R. R. map of Maine
Androscoggin County
Cumberland t bounty
Hancock County
Kennebec County
Knox Oount>
Lincoln and ^agfdahoc Counties
Penobscot County
Waldo County
York County

NOT

for' p e f a c t io n

^EN U FFf

M en ! S m o k e r s every
where ! — if you’ve never
tried P e r f e c t i o n s , get a
package before the clock
strikes again. Y ou ’ll thank
us for the suggestion. B e
cause Perfections are

A n d w hat a jo y it is to
sm oke naturally good to
bacco I

50
•60
.60
.50
.60
-60

JUST N A TU R A LLY G O O D

l§ I i§ l? ® a i

1.00
-4
•H
-3-36
.60
•35

.35
.35
6o

*35
.35

CO .,

Maine.
FO R

W OODS.

M A IN E

f i l l S A E i e Y T ^ C
1L|; I

I

I

M

I

f e

l l

ifiiP

A pla? ’ Plum‘c° Ioref package
b u t — re a l sm okes.

M A IN E

P A G E SIX

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 1, 1916.

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

Grand lake.
The hatchery has about 650,000
landlocked salmon to plant, and 1,400.000 to be shipped.
A plant cf
100.000 will be made in Greene lake
C A N A D IA N WILDS
of which about 75,000 will be of Fish
HUNTING DOGS
T h e follow ing books are endorsed
ELLS about the
Leans Valuable Private Bird, Nest River lake stock, the idea being the
ESC KIBES in a
Hudson Bay Com
improvement of the Greene lake stocl by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical man pany; Northern Indians!
and Egg Collection.
by the iaufusiicou of new blood. The pers and sportsmen in North A m erica.
ner, the
training, and their Modes of f
handling, treatment, Hunting, Trapping, etc
butchery expects to hold a -large T h e inform ation they contain is re
[breeds,
etc., best Provisions f o r t h e I
number
of
salttn-on
for
planting
as
Tilue extensive and very valuable
liable, having been gathered from ac
adapted for n i g h t Wilderness, Things to
fimgenliugs.—Ellsworth
American
al
hunting, as well as Avoid, etc., etc. The
ooLlieeticin of birds, nests and egg’s
tual expiences and successful experi
[gun dogs for daylight author (Martin Hunter)
gathered during many years by May 10th.
ments o f men w h o are leaders in the
[sport. This book is was with the Hudson
Frank A. Noble of Augusta lias been
not intended for the Bay Company for about
different
branches
covered
by
these
added to tilue state museum, loaned S E V E R A L
THE
W OMEN
H IT
field trial dog men, 40 years— from 1863 to
w orks.
but is for the real 1903 and the informa-j
by Mr, Noble, tine dhange being
B U L L 'S ^ Y E .
dog men who delight tion is given from al
necessitated by the dhange of owner
T h e s e books should be in the
chases that are most a half century’s'
ship of the building formerly occu
genuine.
Contains experience. This book contains 277 pages,
Several of the participants in tlue hands o f every man w ho goes into
pied by Mr. Noble’s office.
It is
target practice of the Woman’s De the w oods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus thirty-seven chapters as follows:
one of tlue finest -private collections
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
fense club at the Manjoy Rifle club profit.
Part 1—Hunting Dogs. Night Hunting. The Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North. Provisin the country and is a splendid ad
Night Hunting D og -H is Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Poets. About
range one day recently hit the
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances.
dition to the mnseiuini exhibits.
It
buill’is-eye, and ethers distinguished
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,'
whs catalogued by Mr,; Noble as be
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
FOX
TRAPPING
themselves- by making very good
and
Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound. Training Mode o f Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode of Hunting
made additions to it, the book show
-S p ecific Things to Teach, Training-Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
scores.
Fred W. B. Martin, tlue
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2 Breed' to Avoid. Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
BOOK of
ing the name of tlue specimen, date
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal.
president of the rifle club, instruct
instructions
obtained, wh'ane, from wiham, its conand Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued). The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
ed the women in Shooting. Tlue Port tells how to trap
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
dition and rotes about the character
ments o f the Dog. Part 3 -D o g L ore-S till Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
land branch now has- 27 members,, s n a r e , poisonj
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on <he Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
istics.
and shoot. A
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4 The Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Necesand tlue next meeting wliflil be at Old valuable b o o k
The inland tf'iislh and game commas1
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The sary. A Heroic Adventure. Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Orchard when tlue club house tluere for trappers. If
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
sion thought perhaps the list might
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
all the methods!
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents
will be opened.
Collies.
House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
he of interest to the biological de
as given in this’
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
partment at Waslluinigibbin and accord
had been stud
Terms.
ied out by one
ingly sent a copy there. That it us
STEEL TRAPS
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.
man
and
he
had
appreciated is indicated by tine fol
begun trapping
“ De s c r ib e s the
lowing letter from, H. W . Henshaw,
when Columbus
'
various makes
chief of the bureau of biological sur
FUR FARMING
discovered
gaud tells how to use
America,
more
vey, to Chairman Harry B. Austin:
them. Also chapters
than four hun
on care of pelts, etc.
BOOK of t
Your letter of May 2, accompanied
dred years ago
This book contains
information I
notes regarding tlue collection recent Then He’ll Have an Editorial he would not be
333 Pages. 5 * 7 in,
about fur-bearingj
ly leaned your department has been
half completed. This book is edited by A.
and 130 illustrations,
animals, enclos
Fishin’ Party in Farmingdale.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
received. The memorandum contain
sprinted on good qual
ures, their habits, [
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
Jity heavy paper. Just
ing these notes has enabled us to
care, etc., and is!
22 chapters, as follows:
the book that trappers
th e recognized!
The old saying “ No great loss
obtain data which, we are very glad
lu u f
General Information; Baits and Scents; authority on fu r I f
have long needed.
without
some
small
gain’’
isillustrat
Foxes
and
Odor;
Chaff
Method
Scent;
indeed to have -to add to our files of
Gives the history of
raising—now
ed by expectations- being aroused in Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow fourth edition— 1
steel traps, how made,
information, conc-eming birds.
Set;
Trapping
Red
Fox;
Red
and
Grey;
Wire
sizes for various ani
this section through a matter grow
written from in
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
mals with detailed in
formation secur-|.i
ing cut of the recent terrific storm.
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
structions on where and how to set. This
Editor G. R. Chadbcunue, better Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old ed from reliable I f
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
sources, includ-f
known as “ Chad,” lives when he us Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey ing U. S. Govern-1
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
at home on Maple -street, Farming- nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd ment r e p o r t s .
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Demand for furs
dale, where he has one of the best Steel Traps.
is increasing yearly while the supply is be Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
farms in that section and finds
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Price, postpaid, cloth fionnd, 60 cents.
great pleasure in raising grass,
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
At tlue gover-ment fish hatchery at
calves, chick© and real' anil-k and
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
Greene Lake, Superintendent E. E.
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
as follows:
SCIENCE
OF
TRAPPING
Where he delight© in entertaining his
Ric,e and his crew have -'been busy
Supply and Demand, What Animals to Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
friends.
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
tlue past week taking smelt eggs', fo-r
e s c r i  Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Signs; Hints on Fall T -apping; Land
So keen is he on the latter, that
b e s the Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
which there is a large and growing
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink I Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap1
the other day .when he noticed, dur
fur-b
e
a
r
i
n
g
SCIEN
CE
demand.
Tilue number of these eggs
or c
animals, their Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais ! Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
ing the time the rain was- coming
runs well -u,p into the millions. Most
nature,
habits ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
T R A P P IN G
about two drop© to the bucket, that
of these are shipped as eggs, but a
and distribu Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching; 1Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
on has land was an ideal ©pot for
t i o n , w i t h Deer Farming.
few million are hatched at tlue Green
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.
building a dam and having a pond-—
p
r
a
e
t
i
'
e
a
l
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
Lake station.
methods for
the grand idea c-ame.
The planting of fry of the hump
their capture.
It also came so solidly that he
Contains. 245
back salmon from eggs
received
didn’t whit an instant, but announc
Land Cruising and Prospecting C A M P AND TRAIL METHODS
pages, size 5
from the Pacific c-cast is completed
ed
that
he
proposed
to
build
the
x 7 inches,
HIS is one of the
for thie year.
Among the plants
S A valuable
with 40 illus
m o s t practical
dam
at
once,
let
her
fill
with
w
r
ater,
book for home books on woodcraft
mad-e in Maine fivers, are tlue follow
trations. The
stock
it
with
trout,
salmon
and
other
steaders, hunters, ever written contain
c h a p t e r on
ing:
St. Croix and East Madhias
sporting and edible fish and tele “ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
prospectors, guides ing valuable informa
rivers, about 750,000 each; Pemnanaetc. The writer, tion for all lovers of
and inexperienced hunters and trap
quan und Denny rivers, about 500,- graph invitations to “ Dealt” Worm young
Mr. A. F. Wallace, the great outdoors.
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
wood,
“
Pats
an,d
Knocks”
Owen,
000 -each; Union river, about 150,000,
an e x p e r i e n c e d The author of this
footprints of fhe various animals. The au
Luelia,
Coil.
Ccndon,
and
other
lovers
land surveyor, land book has spent years
thor is personally acquainted with some of
and St. George river about 400,000.
cruiser and pros in the woods, so
cf the sport to “ come and help your the most expert trappers in North America,
The T.ad.ocked salmon and trout
pector, in his intro knows what is want
self.”
and has also followed the Indians over their
have been- late in- developing this
duction says: “ To ed by the woodsmen,
trap lines, and in this way learned many
'Twill
be
some
fishing
party,”
the men who fol mountain men, pros
year, owing to cold water fnc-m the
things which to the white man are not gen
low the compass, pectors, trappers and
late snows.
Tlue trout are now in says “ Chad” and that may he ac erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed. the hardy outdoor people in general. It
the feeding stage, and planting will cepted as correct. And thu© comes
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; It is not intended, for the ‘ Professor’ who
274 pages and 68 illustrations.
soon begin.
Among the assignments reference to the old saying, fo-r if The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The can tell you all about things after they are contains
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
it
had
not
rained
to
the
discomfort
of trout fry for this section are the
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk done (by someone else).” Contains about and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
following:
Branch pend, 50,000; and loss to others, he might net rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The 200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper, Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20 Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Branch, pond stream, 50,000;
Pat have noticed the dam site, etc., etc. Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The with
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; chapters as follows:
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Fireaims,
Invitations
may
soon
be
expected.—
ten’s pond, 75,000; Grand lake, 125,Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Lewi-stcn
Journal.
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
000; Phillips lake, 50,000.
About

BOOKS

THE NOBLE
COLLECTION

D

T

I

T

A

CHAD’S GOING TO
RAISING TROUT

A

GREEN LAKE
HATCHERY

D

800,000 will be -Shipped to other sec
tions of the State.
A plant c f 25,000 Jake trout wifi also b-e made in

ANGLERS LOSE
FISHING PLACE
Half a thousand disciples of Izaak
Wal-ton, who for years have fished
from a wall of the United States
government dam, No. 28, in the Ohio
river, at Huntington, W. Va.,
are
preparing an -ultimatum to the gov
ernment, following the posting of a
notice by United -States- engineers
that the practice- must cease.
T-luis
destroys the favorite fi-sihing re-sort
of tlue men and women anglers of
this section.
A note o-f protest will
be issued.
The order!© were issued by the
engineers, it is said, because of the
fear that some of the -fisherman
might fall from tlue wall and dro-wn-,
making the government liable fo-r
damage suits.
Had Him Stumped.

An Irishman entered a New York
post office for the purpose of mailing a
letter to his fiancee. He paused in per
plexity before a board containing three
letter slots, bearing the words—“City,”
“Domestic,” “Foreign!” “Faith,” he
muttered, “this is a pretty problem.
Maggie’s a domestic; she lives in the
city, and she’s a foreigner. What beats
me is how I’m to get the letter into
the three holes at wanst.”
Must Have Real Experience.
C.

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, M aine.

Co.,

“ One cannot know war without hav
ing been under fire.”—Exchange.

Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
Steel Traps.
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; P.oor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
BOOK of in
structions f o 1
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
trappers about thesej
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.I
MINK TRAPPING
Harding. This book[
contains 232 pages,
BOOK
of in
sizes 5 x 7 inches,|
struction, giv
and 84 drawings and
ing many methods
illustrations, printed!
of trapping. A val
on good heavy pa-|
uable book for trap
per. The most com
pers as it tells in a
plete book on how
plain way what you
t o m a k e “ home-)
want to know, that
made” traps ever
is if you want to
published. Building
catch mink. This
deadfalls and con
book is edited by
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap A. R. Harding, con
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, tains about 50 illus
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing. trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead d i v i d e d into 20
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone chapters as follows:
General Informa
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
When to Build; Whereto Build; The Proper of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch; Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
General information; Skinning and Stretch Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Market; Steel Traps.
Traps.

A

A

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

ORDERS T ©

SPFPI A l

Ol L iU n L

. Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
HE most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as wel!
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
1 fish, tells their habits
B and HOW, WHEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the KIND of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Usecf
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents

MAINE WOODS,

OFFFR
i i

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Rush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

Phillips,
Maine

A n y o n e of the above 60 c'books and one year’s
subscription to M AINE W O O D S, outing edition
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A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
how to

b u il d

a cellar

range

P H IL L IP S ,

J. M. F., OLoversviilde, N. Y.
Approximately sixteen years ago a
man. by tlhe name o f Fullford of
Utica, N. Y., invented a single trig
ger that was installed on a great
many double barrel shotguns—partic
ularly Parker guns.
it is the only
single trigger on the market with
the exception of the Fox Kautzky
trigger in which the safety slide
works automatically with the single
trigger.
I should like to have one
on my gun.
I wrote to the con
cern in Cleveland who did the in
stalling of these triggers;, and have
not received a reply.
Wild you toll
me if some other concern, is doing
this work?
I could have the Infal
lible single trigger installed on my
gun, but the safety slide i® non auto
matic which I claim to be a very
bad feature.
Arts. The inventor you, mention.
Fullford, died some years ago, and I
do not know of anyone fitting his
single trigger at the present time.
W ith regard to automatic and mcnautomatic safeties, I much prefer a
! shotgun dm wfhicQi the safety does
not work with the action, in other
words, a non-automatic.

tualily become shot away, and
in
making a box uip it is a good thing
therefore to arrange tiling si so that
you can readily replace the front
board.
Tbe easiest way to fasten
the target to the board is to drive a
couple of nail’s through, from the
backside and then stick the target
on them.
Tlhls wild save fussing around with thumb-taicks.
Tihe dimensions of this box can
be varied to suit the range.
The H. A. W., Glovers voile, N. Y.
main thing to be remembered is tc
1. At what distance will a 12
keep the proportions the same; that
gauge kill rabbits?
is, have the plate at the same angle
Ans. 40 to 50 yards.
and line the bottom and sides cl
2. Is No. 4 NSifcro Club a good
the box with % inch, sheet steel.
You wilt have many hours cf fur
with an outfit of this kind, and you
wild find that ycur friends will be
very much imterested and you will
probably end by organizing a regular
club for indoor shooting.

Lots cf shooters stock up with, a
regular arsenal of firearms—«a high
power rifle, a revolver, and, oi
course, the ever present .22 repeater,
but unfortunately few men have ®uf
fldent oppcrtuaiity to slhoot, no mat
ter what their equipment.
Hunters
nowadays prefer fclieiir .22 caliber re
peating rifles to be of the same type
ci action and general style as their
high power rifles so that practice
with the Jittie rifle will lead to re
sults with the big one. Possibly you
are cne of the many wii:o are handi
capped for lack of a place in wil.il.cli
to practice.
Nine chances out ol
ten ycu have a cellar available. All
you need is a light and somethriing
to catch the bullets.
If you are at
all handy with tools and tan wigld
a hammer, screw driver and
saw’
without pounding your thumb or saw
ing off a finger, it is a w r y simple
E. E. F., Stanley, N. Y.
matter to fix up a bullet catcher
Which gauge shotgun would ycu
which will eatohi .22 caliber buillets
until you get tired of paying for am consider most suitable for the use
of a woman for shooting such game
munition.
as squirrels, pheasants and rabbits?
When a lead bullet hits an iron
Ans. Many women seem, to be able
plate squarely, the beat c f the blow
to 1uandl>e a 12 gauge gun satisfactor
melts it and it thereupon splashes
ily. Other gauges down to the .410
off towards the edge of tlhe plate. If
gauge, depending on the weight and
it were not for tlhls splashing it
st rength o f the person who is> to do
would be a cinch to construct a back
the shooting are also employed.
stop. All ycu would have to do
would be to buy a piece of iron
W D., Springfield, Mass.
plate and hang it up.
If this is all
What is the trajectory and veloc
the back step you have, you will
ity o f the new Springfield /rifle at
find that before king the ceiling will
two miles compared with the tra
begin to show signs of wear and also
jectory and velocity o f the Krag
the walls and floor in line with the
rifle used in the Spanish, W ar?
»
edges of the p ’ate.
It is a slrrmle
An®. The new Springfield
rifle
matter to construct a back
stop
when fired at two rui'es has a trajec
which will hold ail the lead.
tory which is over 800 feet high. The
Make a wooden box about ore
___
, Krag rifle whien fired at the same
IM and a ha't SQUare, the a id es,: digtaJICe wou,M bave a tmj€ctMT ap.
lop and
of the box to be ° f prffl!inmte]y 1200 to 1300 ft. htgj,.
one inch sterk( them purchase an
fremplate a foot amd a half wide, H p
pa
t»o feet one tnoh long, ernd onej
V eieht o f ^
rtfte Jne€
W te fetch t'rddt. M d three pieces recolJ M d
banreJ,
ol Me Md one-Salf feet square and
A m _ TJ,a Roas ^
ooeeltM, todh thick.
The eighth ]b4. elgfct
tree
17
a.
act steel plate should be used to
IiengtJh, a[ baiTOl 26
Qr 2g
cover the bottom and two sides-, then i jno-jlts
M in the quarter imrih plate
s o )1 2 ^
of Sava^e rifl€
that It wiili reach from the bottom 250-3000 cal,, also free recoil. What
of the back of the box to tihe top of doeg ^
,.3000„
or nwja!n?
the front cf the box, im other words, |
giye ^
Clf
making am angle of 45 degrees with , Am> w eigh t 7 lhs., free recoil 7
he direction from which the bullets ft ,Lbs_
m e ..3000,.
are to come.
Place a layer of sa n d ; mu,zale velocity o f the bullet.
The
about one Inch deep in the bottom of barrel length, is- 22 inches.
he box underneath the plate to
help to catch the splash of the bul- j j M B p<1It
g. I.
lets and if you- do a good job so that], ± What ^
tbe baJir.lstdcs o t Vive
au joints are tight, it is a good ; fo]J1ClWiD,g b r i d g e s :
250-3000,
.25
Idea to fill up the box above the j Rem
25-35 wtoclhester, .30 Rem.
steel plate with sand.
This will Kd<l:l : aaru<i 35 R>ern ?
the vibraflore of the plate and make j A,ns 250,3000 muzzle velocity 280C
the bu- let stop very much- less noisy, i R 9eo(>njd&( muzzle energy 1685 ft.
is bullet atop wi 1 be effective fur . jbs ^ 25 Rem. muzzle velocity 2127
Praot/jca.j-y all lead bullets.
j ^ secs., muzzle energy
1175
ft.
You- cam of course use a .22 eali- j,^ ; 25-35, 2030 ft. seconds, muzzle
bar repeating .rife as k ng as you velocity, 1070 ft. lbs. muzzle energy;
want to, amd alls© a rev elver if the .30 Rem-, muzzle velocity 2020 ft. se
regular full charge or reduced load conds, miuzzle e-numgy 1540 ft. 1)1:s.; .35
ammunition is used.
Remington 2020 ft. seconds', muzzle
Tlhe front of the box to which velocity 1811 ft. lbs. muzzle energythe tanget can. be fastened will even2. How do you think the 250-3000
caniip<aji*es with the .35 Rem, as a
big game rifle?
SCHOOL T E A C H E R S
Ans. See muzzle energies above.
Teaching is wearing work, and only
those teachers who take good care of
their health can stand the daily strain W. W ., Kennerdell, Pa.
1. H ow oM- would a boy 'Lave to
of the class room. The dull eyes, pale
cheeks, weary head and unstrung b-e to ihun-t and carry a rifle in Penn
nerves of many teachers show the sylvania?
peed of building up the nerve-force,
Ana. 14 yns.
improving the blood and helping the
2. How old would he have to be
general condition. Have you heard
of "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine? It is before he could get a .license?
a very old home rfemedy, and entirely
Ans. 14 yrs.
reliable. You can take it with the
3. What caliber 'rifle would you
assurance that only good effects fo l
low its use. It is not a “ cure-all,” but recommend for a boy for target prac
a general conditioner which acts on tice and' rabbits, grouse, squirrels
the stomach, liver and bowels, and by
putting these important organs in and crowis?
Ans. .22 caliber.
order, improves the appetite, purines
4. W i.at gun would you irecomthe blood, strengthens the nerves and
clears the head. Try a bottle and memd to carry esi the trap line?
pote how soon you feel its beneficial
Ans. It defpends entirely cm what
influence.
you. are trying to trap—if for small
Buy a 35c bottle at y o u r B earcat atore,
or write to-day fo r f r e e sam p le.
animals-, a .22 will do the trick.
"1* F.MMedicine

C o .,

Portland, M o.
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shell for all round use? Please name
DEA D SU R E G A M E
other good shells.
Ans. I suppose you mean Shells You may cast with a precision that
leaded with No. 4 shot.
They are
makes- each beholder stare,
too large— No. 6 or No. 7 lead is
But your plug will) come drome Hair
right.
less—if the fMri he is not there.
3.
Is the above shell best for rabLi-ke the silent fall of darkness you
bits and birds?
may stilMrunt far and near,
Ans. As stated above, the shot But if fluey are feeding elsewhere
are too large.
you will never see a deer.
Be
your
-blind however secret, though
H. H. B., Bethlehem, Pa.
you
wait
from dawn till night,
1. -Please state which shot, drop
or chilled, will harm a gun most, and Not a bird will cross ycur vision if
the ducks are not in flight.
in what way?
But
the target always waits ycu with
Ans. Neither drop nor chilled shot
its plainly printed- “bull,’’
will harm a shotgun barrel.
2 and 3. Do ycu think in target And the clay bird flushes promptly
when you speak the signal,
shooting there would be Les® dust
‘‘pull.’’
*
ed targets by using drop shot? My
opinion as that chilled shot will, not —C. L. Gilman in Minneapolis- News
flatten out the same as drop shot,
therefore cutting a cleaner hole and
causing more dusted targets. Why PALMER IENGINES AND
is chilled usUnot always used at the
LAUNCHES.
traps?
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine'for canoes
Ans. The dranc.es are there win and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
be more dusted targets as chilled in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
shot give more uniform patterns than BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
drop shot.
This is the reason it is
used.

KODAKS AND SUPPLIES

A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E W OODS.

Developing, printing and enlarging.
Mail
orders solicited. Send us your next roll o f films
for development, our prices are right.
A full line of Kodaks and Brownies. You can
save postage or express by buying them here and
we will teach you how to use them. Picture fram
ing. A good line of moulding to select from .
Bring in your work before the rush.
Rangeley Studio,
F. H. HAMM, Prop.

A Service That
Really Serves
\

There are two sides to this idea of
automobile service.
One is the service the car gets.
T h e other is the service it gives.
Touring Car

$655
Roadster

$635

S EV E N

W e ’re equipped in our Service Station for
every kind of mechanical service Maxwell
owners need. N o matter where or when the
car was bought.
N o matter whether the
trouble is big or little.
But the big thing is the service the Maxwell
For the greater the service a car will
give, the less it requires at the hands of the
repair man.

gives.

Here’s the Maxwell service record fully
authenticated by the American Automobile
Association.

Maxwell World’s Non-Stop Record Facts
M iles w ithou t a m otor s t o p ................... . .
Average m iles per d ay (4 4 d a y s ). . . .
M iles per gallon o f gasoline...................
M iles per gallon o f o il...............................
A verage m iles per tir e ...............................

22,023
500.6
21.88
400
9,871

The Maxwell service station is in charge of
an expert and devoted exclusively to service
on Maxwell cars.

O u r P a y -A s -Y o u -R i d e Plan
makes it unnecessary for you to postpone the
pleasure o f driving your own car. Come in
and ask us about it.
D on’t put it off. W e have a few cars on
hand and can take orders now for immediate
or future delivery. N o promises can be made
against an increase in price.

F. S. HALEY, Agent
Phillips,
Maine

t

M A IN E

P A G E E IG H T

WOODS,

eTttrer ten ycmtney do riot know,
or if perchance one has happened to
Lose his way and got on to one of
the byways, he will admit that they
are about as bad as has ever been
seen in Michigan or Nebraska.
“Your traveled American will ex
patiate at great length on the wonder
ful roads of Prance. And they are
wonderful. That is to say, some of
them are. At that the total mileage
of really good roads in that country
is much less than most people imag
ine. We Journeyed, over cobblestone
roads tha,t would shake your teeth
loose—and that in romantic Nor
mandy, too.
“The roads in the British isles are
excellent, but after all New England
has more, and they are just as good,
despite the climatic conditions that
favor the former. The Rhine route in
Germany is all that has been claimed
for it, but we have our roads up the
Hudson to match it—and who shall
say whether the scenery on tho Rhine
or the Hudson is more beautiful, since
both are magnificent beyond descrip
tion?
“ The Texas road is made of crushed
sea shells, which make a perfect sur
face, while the Italian road is com
posed of powdered marble from the
great quarries or uarrara, anyuuo
who has traveled over this well knows
he will not return that way because
its beauty is deceptive. The gritty par
ticles of marble will cut the tread off
a set of tirgs in one trip.
“I wonder how many people realize
the influence of climate on roads? I
wonder how many of those who rave
over the fact that the Appian Way is
still in tolerable condition after more
than two thousand years, have stopped
to consider how long that same high-

PRAISE FOR AMERICAN ROADS
Compare Very Favorably W ith High
ways of Many European Countries
— Muoh W ork in Progress.

“ We Americans are prone to over
estimate and sometimes to boast of
that which we have,” says J. M.
Linscott, New England agent for a
large motor car company. “At least
that is the accusation made by our Eu
ropean cousins. I sometimes wonder
if it is Just. I wonder if we do not
more often underestimate our posses
sions and our achievements. We really
are a wonderful country, you know,
and with full allowance for our short
comings, a wonderful people, too. So
I rather think we are Justified in some
of our boastfulness. It is an attri
bute of youth, and evidence of a good
healthy youthful enthusiasm.
“Apropos of what?” you ask.
“Well, of roads, for example.
“ We are accustomed to saying that
we have the worst roads in the world,
and to hold up as an example of model
roads the centuries-old highways of
Europe.
“I have found in talking with Ameri
cans who have toured abroad that
most of them will give as examples
of model highways a few main trav
eled roads. But ask them about the
roads of anv country and they

Where To Go In Maine
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS

LEDGE HOOSE AND CABINS

GERARD, MAINE

Fishing and hunting.
Excellent Accommodations.
Reasonable prices.
VILES AND GANNETT,
Dead River, Maine

Maine’s Best Hunting and Fishing Section.
Special rates for early Spring Fishing and Fall
H unting parties. Railroad station Jackman,
Me. Post Oftice, Gerard. Me. For all inform a
tion address

W. H. Bean,

Gerard, Maine

Blakeslee Lake Camps

THE ELM W O O D

JOSEPH|H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famousjresort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 25 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

One of thelbest small hotels in Maine. Open all
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
poultry, eggs, milk and cream. T elephone.
Garage. Address

J.
Phillips,

F. HOUGH

"-

Maine

G A R R Y PO N D CAMPS
Open May lst^to December 1st. Good
JIM POND CAMPS
accommodations, jj Excellent fishing.
Write for'booklet.
Are open1for the season of
HENRYJJ. LANE,
1916.
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham ( Send for circular.

TROUT BROOK CAMPS

j

GREEN BROS.

Will be Open For the SPRING FISHING ! EUSTIS,
By May the 10th. Don’t iniss it as
we get some fine trolling and bait fish RANGELEY LAKES
ing at that time. For large TROUT and Camp Bemis, The Birches. The
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write "or free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER.
for paticulars.
Mackamp,

R. R. W ALKER .Prop.

MAINE

Barker.

Write

Bemis. Maine.

Maine ]

V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hstiing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.

BILLY SOULE'S NEW GAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGA^SETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M PS,

L A K E W O O D CAMPS,
M ID D IE D A M , MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without hath. For particulars write for free
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Mlddledam, Me.

ROWE POND CAMPS

It is time to choose your Spring fish
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here
and see how you like it? With favor
able conditions you can get good fishing
enough, size considered and every thing
PIERCE PON!)
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and else as pleasant as you could wish for in
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes the woods.
out. ijSend for circular and references.
Come any time in the "season. Also
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
nice place to bring your family. Write
Caratunk, Me.
to
R ound Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
H. W. MAXFIELD,
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

Round Mountain, Maine

Rowe Pond.

Maine

OTTER POND GAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me
DEAD R IV E R REGION

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
R an geley L a k e s
R an geley,
M aine

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
particular. Maine’s idehl family vaca
Trout and salmon fishing. ADeer, part
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
ridge and duck hunting.
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

F I S H I N G
AT

J o h n © a r v ille ’s G a m p s
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished • Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

KANGELE1 TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for booklet and references to
HEMON BLAC K W E LL.
Dallas. Maine

P H IL L IP S ,
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LANDING SOME
SQUARE TAILS

way would last in Michigan, for ex
ample? The alternate freezing and
thawing and heaving would disinte
grate and cause it to w'ear away just
as fast as they do our own macadam
and cement construction.
"How many of those appreciate how
much road-building is going on not
only in their own immediate neighbor
hood but throughout this country.
“ How many know that Michigan will
build 800 miles of wonderfully good
roads; that Indiana will build fully
600 miles of roads, and she already has
1,000 miles of excellent highways,
which she is keeping in the pink of
condition. Ohio will build fully 140
miles of roads. Some of the eastern
Atlantic states—Massachusetts, Maine,
New York, Pennsylvania—have thou
sands of miles of roads that are as
fine as anything that lies under the
sun. And these states are building
more all the time.”

compression strike, at which time both
valves are closed. If either or both
valves should leak during this period,
further inefficiency would result, inas
much as part of the mixture would be
lost and the compression naturally re
duced.
Just before the completion <5f the Parties Arriving at Spring Lake
compression stroke a spark is caused
to take place at the spark plug. The
Camps
charge under compression in the cylin
der is ignited, and the expanding gases
force the piston downward. Any valve
(Special Correspondence.)
leakage at this moment would also
Spring Lake, Me., May 22.—Howcause a loss in power, for the pressure were distributed last year.
Tihe
exerted on the piston head would be Boston reached camp Friday noon,
less than arranged for by the fcngine
having spent two and one-half days
designer, and there would be less
getting here, otwtiaig to the washouts
power exerted on the crankshaft.
The crankshaft now begins its second caused by'the heavy fail .cf rain.
After dinner, with Harry Lincoln
revolution and the piston its fourth
stroke; but just before the piston as guide, they started out fishing.
starts upward—in fact, while it is still At six o'clock they came* back hav
on the power stroke—the cam opens ing landed six .salmon and one
the exhaust valve so that the rush of square taiil trout.
The largest eai
burned gases can start early to leave nwa weighed 3 pounds 9 ounces'. Sat
Concrete Road Costly.
It costs about $13,000 to build a mile the cylinder, and thereby reduce the urday .they spent fishing for the
of good concrete road. This makes a pressure against the piston. A late- large takers; but failed to land any,
road everlasting, without dust, very acting exhaust valve would cause back
though they had one near the boat.
few repairs, and good in all kinds ot pressure on the piston, and again the
power of the engine would suffer ma Sunday afternoon they landed two
weather.
square tail trout that weighed 314
terially.
A properly timed exhaust valve does pounds each.
Stone Houses Are Cheap.
They both seem1 hapipy and con
Stone houses last much longer than not close at the end of the exhaust
wood, require no paint, therefore are stroke, as would be presumed by the tented.
This is Mr. Saunders’ first
average owner, It remains open for a trip to Spring Lake, hut Mr. Haekett
much cheaper in the end.
short time during the following intake
is one of our regular visitors, Usual
stroke to assist in a thorough cleaning
Who Is Responsible?
ly coming in the hunting season:.
of
the
cylinder
of
the
spent
gases.
Who is responsible for the bad con
Tomorrow other parties arrive and
The intake valve does not open at the
dition of the roads?
precise top dead center position of the we exjpect before next week to see
piston, but waits for a slight down some large fish brought in.
ward movement of the piston, for two
Yours truly, .. J
reasons: First, to assure complete ex
John B. Carville,
haustion of the burned gases, and to
cause a slight vacuum in the combus
Important Part of Auto That Is tion chamber in order to induce a rush
of the fresh gases from the carburetor
Seldom Given the Atten
into the cylinder, apd thus make for
tion Deserved.
a completely filled cylinder.
From this description it can be seen
how important valves are and how nec
FREQUENT CAUSE OF TROUBLE essary it is that they be in the best Moose Will Become Extinct In Few
condition, that they be timed most ac
curately to the engine and kept per
Years Without Proper
M atte r Is One T h at the Owners of fectly synchronized in their relation to
Protection.
each other. How many owners worry
Machines Should Fam iliarize Them 
about this? Very few, yet wear and
selves W ith — Some of the D if
tear take place on the cams, rollers,
Jersey City, N. J., May 15, 1916.
ficulties and the Best Way
tappets, tappet guides, valve ends, etc.,
to Remedy Them.
all tending to throw the valves out of To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I enclose my check for my sub
unison and out of time and thereby
Definite trouble dua to valve break causing inefficiency.
To properly scription which expires this month.
ages is rather uncommon today, but in check the valve timing, that is, to
This is my 14th year as a subscrib
efficient engine operation, when care have it especially exact, a valve tim er to Maine Woods and its contents
fully analyzed, not infrequently is ing chart made expressly for your en are always interesting to me.
found to be due to improper valve con gine should be used, but the usual
Tihe law passed a year ago putting
ditions. This article explains some of checking of valves does not require j
a continual closed time oai mooee is
the possible difficulties and suggests the chart, but only a bit of common
a .splendid tiling and should material
ways and means to overcome them.
sense exercised at the proper places.
ly help to preserve the moose to the
It is by. no means frequent that an ;
state.
Withia a few years without
owner can be found who has more j
proper protection the mcose is likely
than a casual knowledge of his engine
to become extinct within the limits
valves. Few even know such func
tioning apparatus exists, while others
of tine United states, but Maine has
lack the inclination to become better
taken the right step for its preserva-.
acquainted. This is a mistane.
tion.
The inlet and exhaust valves of the
Yours truly,
engine operate at engine speeds from
E. G. Kent.
300 up to 3,400 revolutions a minute, Popular Maine Central Couductor
and when it is known that the valves
Havana a>n Old City.
Gets Off for Short Outing
have complete control of the incoming
Havana, or San Cristobal de la Haand outgoing gases, and therefore of
bana, as it was originally named, was
the engine itself, it can be readily ap
preciated that they are at least of suf
We note that “ Ed.” Lowe, the pop-1 the last of seven cities founded in
ficient importance to suggest an ac ular Maine Central conductor has j Cuba by the island’s conqueror, the
quaintance of the most intimate char thrown. c.ff cares' for a few days and j Adelantado Diego Velasquez, the date
being July 25, 1515. Since that was
acter.
enjoyed Hie fishing at Clearwater j 23 years after the well-known Colum
To make the importance of the
Pond, a favorite place of Mir. Lowe’s i bus date, there can't be many newvalves clear, refer to the accompany
if
we mistake not.
No one enjoys I world cities older than Havana, as
ing illustrations, which show a cut
cylinder of a four-cycle engine of the the sport cif fishing mane than Mr. suming that most of the other six in
type almost universally used in motor Lowe and success usually attends his Cuba have since disappeared.
car practice. Of course, there are a efforts.
Enemies Cannot Injure Him.
number of different arrangements in
This year among the number tak
In the heart of the strongly vir
the various parts of the modern auto en by him was a fine 5-pound . togue
tuous man no feeling of personal in
mobile engine, but the general princi
which he was very proud to take ju ry can arise; he has put away all
ples involved are practically the same
retaliation, and has no enemies; and
to his home in Portland.
in each instance.
if men should constitute themselves
Illustration No. 2 shows the intake
his enemies, he will regard them kind
or suction stroke. Here the piston is
Notable Distinction.
ly, understanding their ignorance, and
moving downward, and the intake
A true friend is one who can see making full allowance for It.—James
valve is opened to admit the gas. The your faults and spare you useless re Allen.
valve remains open for a short time minder of them. A true friend is not
after the piston has started to return always a truthful one.
on its upward stroke, in order that the
M AY NUMBER
Jfgg
greatest possible quantity of mixture
To Determ ine Painting’s Age.
may be brought into the cylinder. The
According
to a London chemist, the
exhaust valve, on the opposite side, re
surest way to determine the age of a
mains closed during this operation.
painting is to analyze the pigments.
The proper duration of the opening of
the intake value is essential because
Good Definition.
at least one matter depends upon it—
“Home—where each lives for the i
that is, a complete change. If the
opening were of shorter duration, an other and all for God.”—Selected.
incomplete charge would be provided,
and inefficiency would be the natural
CARD
OF T H A N K S.
consequence.
During the next half of the revolu
We wish to thank our friends anid
tion of the crankshaft the piston
moves upward on what is termed the neighbors for tihe kinduasis and sym
pathy expressed at the death and
burial of cur dear mother. May they
FOR SALE
have the same kindnieiss shown them
ON EASY TERMS
in their 'hour of sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Welch,
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. GBanan,
Edited by CHARLES BRADFORD
Just across the little cove from the
iMr. anid Mins. Alfphicnzo Goodwin.
The only all-angling publication in
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
America. Devoted entirely to fishes
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
Have your fish and game mounted by and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
desirable place on the shores of the L. H. Beach, registered taxidermist, ments, 3 cts. a word. Display, 25cts.
lake. Three acres of land. For Partic Woodland, Mrine. Satisfaction guaran a line.
Subscription, $1.00 a year. Single
teed: Send for price list.
ulars address,
copy 25 cts.
L. H. BEACH,
F. C. FOWLER,
Woodland,
Maine
The Nassau Press.
New London,
Conn.

ITCH THE M S

THINKS LAW A
. SPLENDID THING

“ ED” LOWE GETS
5-POUND TOGUE

Richmond Hill,

L. I., N. Y.
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\ .lugban Huse; Executive Commit Nellie Libby amid 'Mrs. Edi hi Sipmague
Many Pangs That PaSs for Rheuma tee, C ecil Knaipp, iHlManed Tihomipsoni Prize® from, the conteists weire awiaird"
Roxie Dumbom.
Chaise motto, “ Thie ed Mrs. Grace Gilmore and
Mhsis
tism Are Really Due to W e a k
Horizon Widen® ais We Climb.” Class Theresa Lauder. .
K'dneys.
Annoying Troubles o f Heart, Stomach
colors, blue and white.
The boat traffic acircis® tlhe river
and Digestion All Removed.
js jt rheumatism?
C. J. Longiliey hia® taken a job of during tlie alhsemicie of the bridge aNot every pain is.
Ray V i’.es. for the S. D. Warren mounted to 1,000 passengers .Satur
To look at Mr. David T. Remington,
Base Ball Team Is Defeated— Mr.
Weak kidneys let uric acid collect. I a per Company to cut, yard and haul
day, May 20, Sunday there were 70C
o f Springfield, Mass., one would say,
Uric acid causes many queer pains. o,000 cards otf poplar at Lower Dead
“ he is as sound as a nut.”
and the average for thie week wiais
Bounds to Move West.
In the thigh it’s sciatica;
River.
He expects it will take two about 800 per day.
And so he is, thanks to the new
Saturday Ruiflus
In the back, lumbago;
combination o f purifying and build
season® for ll:iim to complete tlhie O. Dyer was on duty from 4.45 a. m.
ing-up treatment embodied in H ood ’s
In the nerves, neuritis.
work.
He ®tairt,s 9m, about Septem to 12.07 Sunday morning.
(Special Correspondence.)
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills.
Gout, gravel, dropsy are
uric ber 1st and wjJliL handle 2,000 cords
The second temlporary bridge was
Strong, May 31.—I>r. and Mirs. C
These two remedies working to
troubles.
tlilis fall.
Mir. Lcmglley will' ihdire ready for use Thursday evening, tak W. Bell and Miss Myrtle
Pustluee gether are accomplishing wonders.
When you suspect the kidneys use teamsters and d'oes not expiect to gc ing two and, oue-hiallf days, to make it were in Farmington Friday evenrmg
Mr. Remington is well known, hav
on tiiie job personality.
poan’s Kidney Pills—
ing been 21 years in the State House
passable for team® and autosi.
It and attended “ Julius Ceasiar.”
The home-recommended remedy.
'State Forest Camjmissdor.iar Frank was ready fcr foot passengers in, two
Strong High school baseball team in Boston as Senate Doorkeeper and
Phillips testimony is the
best E. Mace o f Augusta has appointed, as days.
Rufus' O. Dyer again took was defeated by the Oppalumski club Sergeant-at-Arms.
He had annoying sypmtoms about
Chief Eire Warden Philander Butts charge and Aids crew
proof.
consisted c,l on Farmington intervale 6 to 3 Hast
his heart, stomach and digestive or
Bead this Phillips man’s story:
for the Jerusalem, Mt. Abram, Orcck- four carpenters from the Sanders En
Saturday afternoon.
gans. His old friend, Senator George
John A. Fraser, Phillips, says; “ I ertown. and Rediimgton. A. R. Mender gineering Company and three men
E. Putnam, o f Lowell, urged him to
Rev.
John,
Dunistan
preached
last
suffered a great deal from rheuma son was appointed deputy warders from, the town, ft is two feet higher
take a course o f H ood ’s Sarsaparilla
Sunday
morning
at
the
M'ethodist
tic pains in my back and limbs and under P. Butts, and Ellery C. Butts than the farmer structure hut other
and Peptiron Pills, which he did, and
chunah
a
most
interesting
Memorial
sometimes I thought I could not en patrcdmam under hiiis ifatHiier.
says,— “ I never felt better.
I can
wise similar. It stands 6 % feet above
At walk from my house down town and
Principal L. I5. Hosliey of the King- water, and wild have braces extend sermcn from Fsiallm 44, vers® 1.
dure them.
The secretions
from
th® clos® of the sermon Miss Greta'.- back, a mile and a half each way.”
ay kidneys were in bad shape.
I field school® brought to town cm. Last ing up -stream frcmi. each, trestle.
en
Nimde sang a solo.
These medicines are sold by drug
tried many ways to get relief, but December wtbat :is known as the Eh Tlueise with one of the bridge chains
gists.
W hy not begin this sensible
Miss
Miartlia
Buck
returned
to
her
*
son
Art
Exhibit
whliiclh
was
shown
in
nothing helped me until I got Doan's
whiielh wiilll be fastened alien®
the
treatment yourself today?
h.iom
®
.
in
Gcirhiam,
N.
H.,
Saturday
for
Kidney Pills at Preble’s Drug Stone. French’s halt for several days and in upper side, it is thought, wdi’,1 give
a few weeks.
If Raymond Starbird
;t didn’t take them long to rid me connection with a seniie-s of entertain ample protection against any freshiet
decide® to rebuild bis mill she will SoJion were in town last week the
ments.
From
these
a
fund
was
real
or
rise
in
water
'
which
may
possibly
of the trouble.”
return and resume bier dutie® a® ste guests of Mrs. C. V. Starbird and son
expended for occur.
Over three years later Mr. Fraser ized which, has been
nographer in hdis office.
Raymond.
these
photo
prints
c
f
famous
paint
said: “I gladly confirm my former
Dana B. Fogg bias returned from
ings,
one
for
eadh
cf
the
school
Mrs. Emma Leavitt of New Vine
endorsement of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Boston, wibere be was called by the yard spent several days recently, the
Besides there were two pic
WELD
I haven’t had any kidney trouble rooms.
death of bis granddaughter, Miss guest of her cousin., Mips.
tmres for selling tickets, the first oi
Walter
since.
Vera Fogg.
these
“
Dawn’’
going
to
Miss
Smith’s
Bradford.
Price 50£, at all dealers.
Don’t
Much damage was done around
May 29.
simply ask for a kidney rem edy— ,<>om’ the other The Indian and the
A service for men only at the
town from the thunder shower last
The
Whiten
Academy
ball
team
Methodist
church' next Sunday even
get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
same UIy ’ to th,e Hlgh sdlllcot r<>om- Gov.
Ledge, I. O. O. F., has also con- played with the Weld High at We’d Wednesday miglbt Which was unusual ing at 7.30.
A cordial invitation is
that cured Mr. Fraser.
Poster-Mil- !
ly
heavy.
|tributed to tine High, sc/bcol the large Thursday afternoon. The score was
extended to all the men of the com
bam Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Mrs, Ena Mason bias bad her house
framed picture from the same com 3 to 2 in favor of Whiten.
munity, subject, “ Handicapped Men."’
wired for electric light® the. past
pany, “ Signing the Declianaticn of In
The Weld High played this Mexico
The pupils of the High- school will
dependence” ; Carrab asset
Rebekah High at Rumfond Saturday afternocn week.
attend
the Methodist church next
The community greatly regriet to
Loidge, “ Reading from Homer’’ ; lE. E. With a score of 9 to 8 in favor' of
Sunday morning, where the pastor
know
that
John'
Rounds
intend®'
to
Jenkins, “ Tine Coming o f the White Mexico, 11 innings.
move bis family to Ohio where be wifi preach a baccalaureate sermon
Men” ; Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Dolbier,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Whitney and ha® accepted a very flattering posit to thie graduating class.
“ The Spirit o f ’76” ; teachers c,f thie daughter, Vencie spent a couple of
Miss Ruth Webster returned to her
ion.
Stanley school, “ Cicero’s Oration a- day s in Rqimiford tost week.
Mr, and Mrs. Elliott Glover have school in Sanford Tuesday nocn after
gainst Catiline.’’
A reception at the
e Ready for Use— Rebekahs High school building to the several Miss Gladys Brown, is now working arrived from Boston and will spend spending a few day®, with bier mother
for Mr. anid Mrs. Fired Whdtin.
the summer -here.
Their
many Mr®. George Webster.
donors will be tendered on Wednes
Will Give June Ball.
friend®
are
giad
to
we'iccrne
them
'Miss
Veuc
ie
Whitney,
who
has
There is new life being put into
day evening, May 31.
The cost of
back.
Sunday school work in the north
these pictures is something Like $ 10C been working for Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Sock Gabriel spent a few day's in Franklin county.
A Sunday school
altogether and a single one of large WiMtiiu, is now at home.
(Special Con*eax>ond«noe.)
town the first of the week en route has been formed in the Lang Plantat
Miss
Minnie
Buker,
who
is
teach
size
is
about
$
8
.
KingfieUi, May 31.—Hazen Aitward
to Ms home in CM Town.
ion with Mr. Batchiler as superintend
A June bad® will be given by the ing in. Avon, iis at home for a few
goes to the Maine Central (hospital
Charles Richards was in Lewiston ent, one at Mt. Blue with, Mis® Phil
days.
at Lewiston. Monday for a surgical] Rebekai’ is at French hiaOL Friday even
cin business Last week.
lips a® superintendent.
There will
The
committee in
operation.
He wild be accompanied in.g, June 2 .
Albert Starbiird and son, Harold of be a Sunday school rally at Kinigfie'd
S
U
B
S
C
R
IB
E
N
O
W
FOR
M
A
IN
E
by Ms mother, Mrs. J. H. Alward and change of tine affair are Mrs. ,L. !P.
on June 21®t.
Let everyone remem
$1.50 A Y E A R .
Hosley, ,Mrs. Percy WLIIber, Carl Celle. W O O DS.
Dr. J. E. Cart land.
ber
the
date.
Many
interesting speak
Ray Hutchins, Linnfe Strickland. A
HAS A GOOD R E P U T A T IO N
Mrs. Mary E. Small and her sister,
ers will be present.
The
original
and
genuine
Honey
supper c f chicken, mashed potato,
Piainful, annoying bladder weakness
Mrs. Lydia Voter are visiting Mrs.
Raymond Starbird was in Watersalad®, cake, pie, doughnuts, cookies usually indicates kidney trouble. So and Tar cough syrup i® Foley’s Hon
viHe Monday on business.
Small’s son. G. O. -Small of Lynn
and coffee w®®, be served1 at thie I. do backache, rheumatism, sore, swol ey and Tar Compound and because
Mass.
O. O. F. bad® during (intermission. len or stiff muscHes or joints. Such this has given such universal satis
Mrs, Emma Wyman has gone tc
s upper committee are Mrs. Ber- symptom® have been relieved by Fol faction and cured so many cases of
SALEM
Bcston for a visit with her clidl’dren. i th,a Tay!op M:r& Alice Myeirs, Mrs. ey Kidney Pill®.
Henry Rudolph, coughs, colds, croup and whooping
Promthere in company with liter son Margaret Witbaim, Mrs. Delia Savage, Carmi, 111., writes:
cough
there
are
imitation®
and
sub“ Since taking
C. E. Wyman she wiLl go to Wise on- iyjrs Emma Cooley, Mrs. Nora Barce- Foley Kidney Pills I sleep all night Istatutes offered to the public. Insist
May 29.
sva to risit (her daughter, Mips. Mai- jow> Mrs. Lu’le
Spencer, Simeon without getting up.’’ Floyd E. Parker.’ upon Foley’s.
Rev. D. W. Staffeld cf Somerville
Floyd E. Parker.
Mas®., preached at the Evangelical
C0i!n
ain Tor tdi*0 mont-li cd V rujc© looney Willfb'Gir.
church Sunday.
H
Tuesday evening thie Eastern Stax
fl’. E. Farrar c,f L o w ell, Mass., h.as had an interesting program consistW. S. Dodge ha® recently pur
Home Prosperity
chased a new Ford automobile.
ivived for the summer
at
Tufts'' in,g o f two contests, one a spice tc
Pond.
toll what kind by the smell and feel
F. E. Harm.® Ida® sold his stand in
Grover Oliver is very sick w^t-h ing.
This was followed by a song
the village to Emery Moores.
pneumonia.
by Misis Theresa Landier, readings by
There wi L, be exercise®' by the
The W. C. T. U. met
Thursday Mrs. C. D. Lander and Mirs. Phiii’a
children and speaking by Rev. G. A.
with Mrs. Florriie Simmon®.
Butts. Fruit salad and sa’times wiere
Woodcock decoration day.
Mrs. Minnie Vose of Portland served.
The committee were Mrs.
Air. and Mrs. Frank Leary o.f Bos
the guest of her flathier, R. D.
ton arrived in t:wn Tuesday night.
lose the first of the week.
There was a show and free dance
C O L D S Q U IC K L Y R E L IE V E D
At a class meeting c f the Grammar
Every man woman and child should patronize home in afterward- at Elis worth,’®! hall Fri
day night wl icii was pronounced
school the following
officers were
(Many people cough and cough—
gcod.
stitutions and boost for home prosperity.
elected: President, Asa Small; Vice
from the beginning . of Fain right
Mrs. Wiliam Goldsmith' and child
President, Wilma Woodard; Secre
through to Spring.
Others get cold
ren are visiting at Ira Adiey’s.
tary, Esther Alward;
Treasurer,
after cold. Take Dr. King’s New Dis
Miss Lillian Lock! in wa®, in .Far
covery and you will get almost imme
mington Saturday.
diate relief. It checks your cold, stop?
TELLS WHAT S H E T H IN K S
tissue-tearing
Anna Hawn, Cedar Grove,
Mo., the racking, rasping,
Uncle Eben.
heal®
the
inflammation,
writes: “We think Foley Cathartic cough,
“De trouble about good advice,” said
Easy
to
Tablets are the best liver pill we soothes the raw tubes.
Uncle Eben, “is dat a man is liable to
Get
®Ter got hold of, as they do not take, Antiseptic and Healing.
git to enjoyin’ de fack dat somebody is
worryin’ about ’im.”
M-useate or grip, but act freely on a 504. bottle of Dr. King’® (New Dis
“ It is certainly a
, tlie liver." Recommended for consti- covery today.
Pation, bloating, sour stomach, gas great medicine and I keep a bottle
oa stomach, bad breath, clogged or of it continually on hand,” writes W.
Jugular bowel action.
Floyd
E. C. Jessonian, Franconia, N. H. Mon
ey back i f not satisfied.
Parker.
per cord for peeled spruce

SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORK REVIVED

GANWAUC_3 MILES

PICTURES FOR
SCHOOL ROOMS

BOOST FOR IT

BUY AT H O M E STO RES
S U P P O R T H O M E E N T E R P R IS E S
READ TH E H O M E PAPER

SPECIAL SALE

In order to reduce stock and make room for
new goods we shall give from 25 to 50 per cent
discount on our present stock of

W e are selling more
ICE CREAM
now than ever before.

Small lots o f the most desirable patterns,
suitable for small sized rooms, at prices that will
be below “ your own price.”

SUNDAY HOURS: 11 A. M. to 12 M.

C .

Store
' ’ ‘ I ' d 1'™ 3 , \ p

5 P. M.

A. W. McLEARY
Maine

W ALL PAPERS

FLOYD E. PARK ER,

NO. 1, B EA L B LO C K ,

and fir pulp wood loaded on
cars. Usual advances made.
Phillips,

There Is a Reason.

The

$ 6 .7 5

STRONG,

I

E. DYER,
M A IN E .

TANLAC
The new Tonic & System
purifier composed o f
Roots, Barks and Herbs
at

Whitney’s Pharmacy
Phillips,

THE STORE WHERE YOU R TR AD E IS APPREGIA1

i

Maine

M A IN E

PAGE T E N

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 1, 1916.

a bad cold.

The following came by automobile
Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Aliex
Campbell:
Mir. and Mrs. George
Luce and sen, Cleciii, Mrs. J. W. Ricfl>
ards, Mis® Elinora Richards, Mrs. Ar
thur Clark and lilttile daughter, Ar
lene, all of Farmington.
C. N. Blackwell and family and
R. D. Vining and family attended
the baptism at Salem, Sunday.

NEW PERFECTION
KITCHENPRIMER
PACE 4

day of last week to join her husband
at their camp fer the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden. Moores and
Little son,
Gerald
visited
Mrs.
Moores’ parent si, Mir. and Mrs. Lewis
Reed in the village over Sunday.

FORTY-FIVE
THOUSAND TROUT

Nothing W eak About That.

“ Curiosity and acquisitiveness abn0r.
mally large,” said the phrenologist, ex'
amining the woolly head of Sam Snow
colored. Sambo rolled his eyeballs and
showed two rows of white ivory, “jj*
itativeness, casuality and conscientiousness small; which, with your weak
mouth, indicate—” “ Don’ yu be so
shu ’bout me habin’ a weak mouf
I kin crack nuts in ma teef.”
P H IL L IP S

w esson

NORTH CHESTERVILLE
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May 29.
Tlhe Grange presented a three-act
comedy last Friday evening to a full
house. The pllay, “ Miss Fearfliesisi and
Company’8 was well given; and caused
much amusement.
Ice- cream was
sold.
After the entertainment danc
ing was in order; music by Davis
orchestra of Farmington. The Grange
netted a good sum from, the enter
tainment.
These taking part in the
play were Mary Wright, Nettie Sewalffli, Anna Butterfield, Caroline Keyes,
Gladys Wiliiaffn®', Mary Lowell, Ethel
Savage, Sarah Piinkiham, Abble Mor
rison, Sara Hodgkins.
Memorial Sunday was; observed ait
the iclliurchi last Sunday. Rev. Mr. Wil
liamiS’ gave a fiiinie discourse.
Mrs. Edgar L. Welts of Bast Mad
rid was a guest last week at Mr. and
Mrs. F. H. Thorpe's.
We are pleased to report that
Mrs. Robert Pinkham bis
gaining,
though slowly.
Elmer Wright made a business trip
to Wintlhirop last week.
>. Walter Vaughan visited his sister i
Wilton recently.
The Ladies’ Unicn Sewing Circle
will meet with. Mrs. Verna Larnkin
this week, Wednesday.

,„ s o r t ? oaCO

RUSSELL'S MILLS
. w5>

LLL

Boston

H e*

Under the charge of Supt. Libby of
the State Fish, Hatchery at Camden
and John W- Dearborn of this town,
the state planted in brooks and
ponds in Boothbay, Boothbay Harbor
and Southport, on Monday,
45,000
small trout.
This is one of the
largest consignments ever received
here for the purpose.
We wiill soon Suave excellent fisil>
ing right here at home, as the fish
of different kinds released ini our
ponds and brooks in former years
are doing splendidly.
Local fisher
men have tried their luck recently
and several fine catches are report
ed.
One 14-in,cih trout was caught
recently in local waters.—Boothbay
Register.
S U S B C R IB E
NU W
ru R
W OO DS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .

M A IN E

IS

W O R TH

CUT

T H IS

O U T — IT
M ONEY.

P E O P L E GET INSTANT
A C T IO N .

Those who have used it in PhalLipg
are astonished at the INSTANT ac
tion of simple buckthorn bark, g]y.
cerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka
Because it acts on BOTH lower and
upper bowel, ONE SPOONFUL Alteri-ka relieves almost ANY CASE com.
stipation, sour stomach or gas, jj
removes suoli surprising, foul matter
that a few doses often relieve or
prevent appendicitis. A short treatmeat helps chronic stomach, trouble
E. H. Whitney, druggist.

No. Franklin Marble
and Granite Works
Phillips, Maine.

Monuments, H eadstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
this
c o . ,; Cemetery W ork o f all Kind*

DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out
slip, enclose with w to F d ey &
Chicago, 111., writing your name and
*
address clearly.
You will receive in;
return a trial package
containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
PHILLIPS
ME.
for bronchial coughs, colds, and
All orders by mail or in person
croup; Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley
promptly attended to.
Cathartic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .

May 29.
Mrs. Carrie Staples’ returned borne
from Strong Monday.
Miss Ellon Ole,son ha® returned tc
Quincy, Mass.
Miss Agnes Stolt and1 patient are
at Mrs. Charles Stolt's.
Agustus Sawyer has- moved hie
family onto the Bangs place which; lie
has recently purchased.
Mrs. L. H. Dili and Master Linn
spent the week-end at Mrs. Evan®, L.
Merchant’s.
Mis® Martha Marden came home
from Bigelow for the Memorial va a
ticn.
Many of the cf. ildren from, this dis
trict attended the musical festival at
Famiiinigton.

Phillips Hardware Co.

At a Probate Court beld at Far
mington, in and for the County of
kerosene!
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
H e a d q u a r t e r s fo r everything
May, in. the year of our Lord one
in the h a r d w a r e line
thousand nine hundred and sixteen,
ISTAMBAMmCWHYl
the following matters having been
S A F E ST 6 BEST
Lumbermen's and Blacksmith’s
presented for the action thereupon
Supplies,
Doors, Windows, Stoves,
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
ordered:
That notice thereof
be Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport
given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
published three weeks successively in Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub Automobile Supplies, etc.
lished at Phillips, in said Coun
W e buy for the lowest spot cash
ty, that they may appear at a Pro
prices
and give our customers the
bate Court to be held at said Far
benefit o f the same.
mington, on the third Tuesday of
June, A. D., 1916, at ten o ’clock
ir the forenoon, and be heard there
on if they see cause.
TORY HILL
James P. Beanies, Sate of Freeman,
deceased.
Petition; for probate of
May 29.
wiHl presented by Charles H. Adams,
Mis® Feme Gould spent Saturday
the executor named, therein.
and Sunday with her parents, Mr.
Warren. Rink ley, late cf Madrid,
ALL KINDS OF
and Mrs. Geo. Guold in East Madrid.
deceased.
Petition for administrat
Miss Lucille Sedge-ley w-a® her guest.
ion presented by Hattie E. Hinkley.
Miss Marion Sargent wa® a week
Joseph N. Parker, iote of Kingend guest of Air. and Mrs. w . E.
field, deceased. Second and final ac
Gates.
count of Augusta G. Parker, execut
There will be Memorial exercises
rix.
at the Cushman school Monday after
Sarah G. Calden, late of Phillips,
noon.
deceased.
Second account .of James
| Mrs. Lee Smith a,nd little son, Rosand Mrs. W-m. Welch Sunday, corn- coe went to Sandy River Pond Tues- Morrison, executor.
William L. Dunham, late of Mad
ing in their Ford auto.
Mr. and
S od,
rid, deceased. First account of James
Mrs-. Dana Newell also came with
P U R IT Y G IV E S PO W ER .
Morrison, executor.
them from Strong.
Phillips,
Maine
James B. Oliver, late c f FreeMiss Ora Welch was- obliged to
and
There
are
still
-many
persons
In
man,
deceased.
Petition
for
admin
stay at -home from hier school at
STRONG - MAINE.
Strong, thie past week on account of the world that need to be impressed, istration presented by Marian C.
with the fact that the purer the Oliver.
blood is the greater is the power ofj Arthur E. Harmon, of Freeman.,
MORE MHl N T H A N W O M E N H A V E the system to remove disease and,ward.
and |ward.
First account of Joseph C.
A P P E N D IC IT IS .
the Less the liability to contract it. Holiman, guardian.
Person® whose blood is in good
.Ellis Jcrdicn Holt of Phil’dps, minor
Surgeons state men are slightly .condition are -much less likely to Second account of Shirley T. Holt
Office over National Bank.
more subject to appendicitis than take cold cr to be long troubled with gu-ard lam
Chlanl'es Shepard Holt of Phillips, Phillips,
women. Phillip® people should know it, or to catcihi any contagious or inMaine1
that a few doses of simple buckthorn j factious diseases, than are those minor. Second account of Shirley Both ’ Phones
bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in whose fclood is impure and therefore T. Holt, guardian.
Adler-i-ka, often relieve or prevent j impoverished and lacking in vitality,
Herman William. Holt, of Phillips
appendicitis.
This mixture removes The best medicine for purifying the minor. Second account of Shirley
J. B L A IN E
M O R R IS O N
such surprising foul matter that ONE j blood is Hood's Sarsaparilla, and per- T. Holt, guardian.
SPOONFUL relieves almost ANY |sons suffering from any blood disease A true copy.
CASE constipation, sour stc-madi or or any want of tone in blue system J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court
gas.
The INSTANT, easy action of j are urged to give this medicine a Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
Adler-i-ka i-s surprising. E. H. Whiit- - trial.
It is especially useful at this
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insnrare
N O T IC E .
ney, druggist.
I
' l l time of year.

iSDCONYj

y y

Phillips Hardware Co.

FURNITURE

inaCS0RTHEK!H6BUIECHIMNK
FREEMAN! CENTER
iMay 31.
About 25 neighbors gathered at the
home of Ail ex Campbell Wednesday
evening to give him; a surprise, lit be
ing bis birthday.
A candy pull, was
greatly enjoyed and cake, cocoa and
coffee were served.
A Woman,’s Missionary Society was
organized at Mrs. F. M. Weymouth’s
last Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Bust:® of Wimtibrop visited this latter"® parents, Mr.

WORMS-A DANGER TO CHILDREN
No gain in a child’ s health and
strength is possible in til all worms
are removed.
Signs of verm s are: De
ranged sb m a cb , swollen
upper lip, sour stomach, o f
fensive breath, hard and
full belly with nrcasienal
.gripings about the nave1,
Vale face o f leaoen tint,
> Trade Mark eves heavy and dull, twitch
ing eyelids, itching o f the nose, itching
o f the rectum, short dry cough, grind
ing o f the teeth, lit Me r j d points stickingout on tongue, sta ting during sleep,
slow fever. If you see any o f these
symptoms in your child don’ t lose an
other minute, but get a bottle o f Dr.
True’s E ixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller.
Mrs. Norrat o f Houston, Texas,
writes: “ I would not be without Dr
True’ s Elixir in my home.” Good for
adults also. A t your dealer’ s, 85c, 50c
and $1.00.
Auburn, Maine

&

/v .

$

C. F. Chandler &

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

Attorney - at - Law

ROLLINS & BEAN
Have two second-hand Automobiles
for sale at a bargain. Look them over
before buying.
All Veedol products
on hand and free air supplied to our
patrons. Open all night.
Upper village,
Farmers’ Telephone 13-13.

Phillips, Maine

The subscriber hereby gives notice
that he has been duly appointed ex
ecutor of the last will and testament
of Alice E. Toothaker late of Phillips
in the County of Franklin, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immed
iately.
Edgar R. Toothaker.
May 16, 1916.

D r. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings by

5000 Cords

.

Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar P #
wood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R.*»
between Farmington and Rangeley *8®
between Strong and Sak>m.
L ,
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me

M A IN E

NORTH PHILLIPS

W 60DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M AINE, J U N E

1, 1916.

Alrs;
H. Hinikley was a guest
nst Sunday of her daughter,
Mrs.
Harry Mecham.
F. H. Uavetiiport of Wilton, was in
tl is place on business last Saturday.
b red Soule of Salem was a caller
at Gary Nickerson,’® one
day last
week.

ed hioime.
Miss Cynthia Hinkley is ’ assisting
May 29.
Mrs. R. E. MciLaughi'in wiui l ei
Carl E. Hinkley is spending a few
housework for a few day®.
days to Portland witih bis sister,
Cart! McLaui£ttn!iin and family visited
Mrs. D. J. Slliepaird.
at R. E. MicLauigliiin’s last Sunday.
Members of the circae of Willing
Miss Feme Gould sipent the week
Workers met ait the home of Mrs.
end withi her parents, Mir. and Mrs.
Mav Hinikley last Friday.
There
Geo. Gould.
Kere nine present and one visitor.
Mis® Lucille Sedge’.ey of Freeman
Mrs. E. R- Lander will entertaj.n, the
EAST MADRID
was a guest of Miss Ferae Gould
circle next Friday, June 2nd.
over Sunday.
Eugene Hinkiley, .wlho has been do
May 29.
Mill ford True w ais a caiiLeir in th e
ing mason work in Fanmimgton for
Mr. and Mrs. Orrioi. McKeene of place last Sunday.
the past six weeks; returned
home i Dry den are visiiting their daughter.
Mr®. Edgar Welts, who has been
last Friday.
Mrs. S. L. Mecham.
visiting at F. H, Thorpe’s in North
Mrs. Ward Keef has finished work
GWiiman Hinkley is working far ChesterviLLe the (past week, (hats re
for Mrs. George Barnjum. of Bast h red Tootlnaker outtaing pulJp.
turned home.
Madnid and is at her home on Bray
Mrs. W ard K eef bias LLnasfhed work
BfL
for Mrs. George Barnjum. and return ADVERTISE IN MAINE WOODS.
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AVON VALLEY

si Dating the attendance of Dr. Hig
gins.
Mrs. Harland Crbeton is visiting at
J. F. Orbeton’s.
Mis® Arlene Crbeton ha® returned
from Rangeley where she ha® been
visiting.
Harry Crbeton lias finished work
for Percy Hansen at the mill, and is
helping his father on. the farm.

May 29.
Mir. and Mrs. P. E. Hansen accom
panied Mr. and M^®. Maurice Toothak
er to Rangeley and Haines Landing
Sunday in the new Ford.
Hervey.Viriinig’iS Louse, near Strong
wa® pretty badiliy wrecked in the
shower of last week.
The lightning
hit the chimney, smashing that, lifted
a long portion of the roof, splintered I Los® of Appetite i® also loss of
a good deal cf woodwork inside and vitality, vigor, tone.
To recover ap
out. but the family were uninjured.
petite and the rest take Hood’s Sar
All the ’phone® in. the Valley were saparilla,—that strengthens the. stemburned out and a telephone pole Shat ; ach, perfects digestion, makes eating
teired near JcisfiMi Bake’s house, while |a pleasure.
It also makes the blood
Mins. Maurice Toothaker suffered, a Irich and pure, and steadies the
severe shock from lightning, nece®- nerves.
I

Why You Should Own a Maxwell
Comfort

First, because it is a comfortable riding car. Plenty of room for five
people; deep, soft cushions; springs made of the best spring steel,
scientifically heat-treated, accurately suspended and balanced. You
will always be comfortable in a Maxwell.

Appearance

Second, because the M axwell is a trim, smart, good-looking car.
Many makers of heavy, high priced cars, as you know, have copied the
general lines, the shape of the body and hood of the Maxwell. This is
more of a compliment than an infringement.

Service

Third, because the Maxwell, being a product of thirteen years evolution,
is so designed and manufactured that it gives unfailing, consistent and
and satisfying service to thousands of owners.
M axw ell cars are made o f the best materials that money and brains can
buy— and they are made right. You can get out of any car only what
is put into it.

Low
First- Cost

Fourth, because you get everything in a Maxwell that you can get in
any car and you get it for less money.

Low
After-Cost

Fifth, because the M axw ell will give you more miles per dollar than I
any car built.

The answer to this is that the Maxwell is a light car and it is built in
enormous quantities. The Maxwell Co. is one of the three largest pro
ducers o f high grade motor cars in the world.

W e say this without hesitation or doubt. It is our honest belief and we
are willing to prove it by Maxwell owners, by comparison with any
other car or by any other way you suggest or prefer.
The M axw ell will please you. W e know it will. Let us arrange for a dem
onstration and we'll take the responsibility of satisfying you completely.
Touring Car $ 6 5 5
lF .

Roadster $635
O . B . D ET R O IT

F. S. HALEY, Agent|
PHILIPS,

ME.

^
L

Time Payments if Desired
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
The King's- Daughters will liic*ld
tiheiir regular meeting, June 2, with
Mins. Flora Bell.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Decor WiT-fbur and
little son are visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Proctor Smith.
Mrs, William Best and little daugh
ter of Portland visited (her mother.
Mrs. M.aJbel Hoyt in town over Sun
day, coming by auto with her hus
band and a party of friends..
Tlh(
gentlemen went on to Dong Pond for
a little fishing and they returned
heme .Sunday afternoon.
R. H. Trecartin and big roommate,
Isaac Hihliscn came "to Philips Sun.
day in Mr. HiiJsonAs< new 6-cylindler
Butch roadster.
Mr. Hillscm. return
ed that afternoon and Trecartin re
mained in town until
Wednesday
morning.
Dr. E. C. Higgins returned Mon
day from a flew day®’ business trip in
Portland and at his home in Clinton,
Dr,, and Mrs. E. A. She ehy and
children from Rumjford came by auto
Sunday and Mrs. Siheehy wiiill remain
in Pudilipis for a flew days with her
parent®, Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Hes-

Summer u n d e r
wear, sport shirts,
light weight hats,
pants, b a t h i n g
suits, etc. for warm
weather.
Umbrellas, rain
coats, o i l c o a t s ,
rubber coats, f o r
rainy weather.
See our w a s h
suits for little boys.
At the Clothing Store.

D. F. HOYT

The services at the Methodist
church .Memorial Sunday were large
ly attennded.
The church
was
prettily decorated with the stars and
stripes, and quantities of cherry
blossoms.
Music was furnished by
the regular accompanists, Miss Agnes
Ross, Howard Ross, Harold Beedy
and Fred Moulton, with a solo by
Mis® Marjorie Cutler whose singing is
always enjoyed.
The sermon was
by the pastor, Rev. Bessie F. Crow'
ell, with prayer by Rev. M. S. Hutcih
ins, pastor of the. Federated church.
Five of the old soldiers only, were
able to attend these service®, Messrs.
James Morrison, Win. Leavitt, W. H
Babb, D. G. Voter, N. E. Gould.

The

Groceries are delivered in. quick
time by Haley & Russell in their new
Fc-rd delivery truck. Birchard Whit
man used to make pretty goed time
with the horse, but flue truck beats
him by some minutes.
Recently Mrs.. J. D. Boston attendee
the State Library Association meet
ing at Augusta, ajs
representative
from the Phillip®, public library. Mrs,
Boston has supplied for Mis® A liber
tine Butterfield stud© the latter’s illcock.
nesssom e months ago.
Mrs. C. E. Parker visited at her
M,r. and Mrs. H. H. Berry of Yar
olid home in Damaniisciotta Civer Me
mouth and their son and daughter,
morial Day.
WendaQii and Muriel, accompanied by
Carroll Noyes and family passed a
Miss Muriel’s friend, Mis® Reina
few days in Farmington last Week,
Blanchard, were in town over Sum
visiting friend® and Mr. Ncyes was
day the guests of Mirs. Berry’s par
also calling on people and interesting
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Binds.
them in the goods he is canvassing
They came by automchile and re
for.
He has met with, excellent suc
turned home Tuesday.
cess since starting out in. this busin
Ernest C. Butler was- in Portland
ess.
to attend the Grand Dodge session®
H. H. Field was in Kennebago
j of the Maiscnic fraternity where he
over Sunday.
presented a memorial to the late W.
Mr. Seward MioKenney of Fair R. G. Estes of Skciwhegan for the
banks visited fhisi daughter, Mins, Grand Dodge.
Mabel Hoyt last week.
His friends
At the twenty-ninth, annual conven
will be sorry to learn that Mir. Me- tion of the Franklin County W. C. T.
Kenney is- is very poor health, anc ! U. held at (North Jay recently, Mrs.
unable toi work.
A. M. Greenwood of Farmington was
Mrs. Moulton is passing the week re-elected treasurer.
at her home in North Jay.
| The many friends of Dr. C. W.
iMiss Bessie Higgins of the Far Taggart’ were pleased to see him in
He came by auto.
mington Normal school passed the town Monday.
week-end at her brother’s, Dr. E. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dunham: and
Higgins, returning to Farmington on Mir. and Mir®. Alfred Sparks of Rumthe Sunday train.
ford came by amtomdbile Tuesday
Mrs. Guy Everett and daughter and took dinner With the ladies’
Nellie of Portland are the guests of father, Mr. Rand Harden and wife.
They returned home in thie afternoon.
h’?r sister, Mrs. C. M. Hoyt.
They reported muddy roads.
Edga- A Perry of Lewiston sub
Mr, and Mirs. Ralph /Sawyer of Wil
mitted to a very serious surgical op
ton were in town for the day last
eration at the Central Maine Genera]
Men’s Tennis,
60c to $1.25
hospital recently.
Dast week
his week coming by automobile with a
friend.
condition was considered critical but
Boys’ Tennis,
65c to $1.15
last reports stated that lie was rest
Youths’ Tennis,
60c to $1.00
ing more comfortably.
Mr. Berry
D A NG ERS OF D R A F T
Children’s Tennis
50c
married Miss Florence Binkley of
Range ley and many friends in this
Drafts feel best when we are ho
Misses’ Tennis
60c
'|
section will hope to receive news cf and perspiring, just when they ar
V
E
R
A
N
D
A
PUMPS
Ms complete recovery.
Mr. Berry most dangerous and the result i
has been in poor health for some Neuralgia, Stiff Neck, Sore Muscle Children’s, $1.00.
Misses’, $1.25. Ladies’, $1.50, $1.75,
years.
,jr sometimes am. attack cf Rh-euma
in such case® apply Sloan’
M. W. Harden has been making ex tism.
tensive repairs cm his residence oh Liniment.
It stimulates circulafia]
Th«
Amble street and also on the house to tine sore and painful part.
lie owns and rents next to his.
He blood flows freely and in a shor
B u t te r ic K P a t te r n s i n S to c K
has had the basement entirely torn out time the stiffness and pain leaves
Farmers’ Tel.
and will build it new.
New paper Those suffering from Neuralgia a No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine
and paint will be used, both bouses Neuralgic Headache will find one o
■■
■i
■i - ^ n « |
have been newly shingled and many two applications of Sloan's Limimen
TAYLOR HlLL
will give -grateful relief. The agoniz
other improvements will be made.
Mr. J. M. Teague of Dry-den was in ing pain gives way to a tingling sen
town over Memorial Day.
sation of comfort and wurmth
an<
May 31.
Mrs. Ira Wlmttemore of
Portland quiet rest and sleep i® possible. Gooi
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kennedy of Phil =
EVERY NOON.
Price 25<*. at you
was in town 1/a-st week on matters of for Neuritis too.
lips visited Mr. Kennedy's sister, Mr. 1 '__________ ____ J I B
business.
Her farther, Mr-. W. C Druggist.
and Mrs. S. D. Fuller one day recent
1
Beal, who has passed the winter with
her, os beginning to talk about return
ly.
•„
ing to his hiomie in Avon and his
Mrs. Jennie Dickey was called to
many friends will vbe pleased to see
New Vineyard by the iBnas® cf her
hliim.
M.r. Bie|al is- in quite good
cousin, Mrs. DavidGray one
diay
health at the present time.
last
week.
Misses Kathleen Noble and Emma
PHILLIPS, ■ MAINE
Mir, and Mrs. £>. D. Fuller
spent
Ru.sse'l went to Rangielley Sunday, Mir.
Sunday with
Mr. and
Mrs.Duthei
and Mrs. Edward Greenwood taking
■
them in their auto. They remained Capital $50,000.00 Surplus $50,000.00 Weed at New Vineyard.
for the drama, Monday might, Miss
Charles Dickey and Vern Richard
THE ONE SURE W A Y
Noble taking part din the play and
son spent Sunday at Porter Daike.
!
A
Miss Russel.l acting a® prompter.
to have money is to save it.

Sedgeley Store

White
White
White
White

‘

Dresses
Shoes
Hose
Ribbon
For Graduation.

TENNIS

C. M. HOYT,

No; 5 Beal Block

PHILLIPS,

M AINE

Agency for the
Universal Steam Laundry

Open Saturday
Evenings.

I

= STRAWBERRIES j
j
j

Phillips National Bank

ALL KINDS 01
FRUIT

i A FRESH LINE CIF
j
CANDY.
r

k e e p in g

up

to

th e

mark

. “ Spring fever’’ is not alw-ays a
joke.
If you feel dull and sluggish,
tired and worn out, suffer from back
ache or weak hack, rheumatism, sore
muscle®, stiff joints or other indica
tion of kidney trouble, it wtiflil pay
you to investigate Foley Kidney Pills.
They are highly reicammended
as
prompt and efficient aids to health.
Floyd E. Parker.

The one sure way to save it is by
depositing it in a responsible Bank.
The ©ne sure way to find a responsible
bank is to find one with an ample
capital and surplus. Those consti
tute the depositors’ PROTECTIVE
Fund.
Our Protective Fund Is Ample.

Phillips National Bank

Garden and Flower Seeds
at

T O O T H A K E R ’S C A 5 H S T O R E

SH E

TOLD

HER

N E IG H B O R

“ I told a neighbor whose child had
croup about Foley’s Honey and Tar,”
writes Mrs. Rohkamp, 2404 Herman
St., Covington, Ky. “ When she gave
P a couple doses she was so pleased
with the change slbe didn’t know
wliat to say.’ ’
This- reliable remedy
helps coughs, colds, croup and Whoop
ing cough.
Floyd E. Parker.

JIM ROSS
Runs a restaurant
a barber shop
a pool room
on Depot Street.
OPEN AT ALL HOURS.

BEAN’S

1_____ _

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley hakes
Railroad.
HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

*

,

Maine

